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Ultracold atoms

Cooling a gas of atoms
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Average velocity: several 100m/s
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As we cool, quantum behavior becomes more important. Atomic wavepackets
have typically a size of the de Broglie wavelength.

Cooling a gas of atoms
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Louis de Broglie,
Nobel Prize 1929
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For identical bosonic atoms BEC phase transition happens if de Broglie
wavelength exceeds the average spacing between the atoms.

Bose-Einstein condensate
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Albert Einstein

All atoms described by the same quantum wave
1 µK

1 nK
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Goals
Main goals: Use ultracold atoms and quantum gases…

… to gain fundamental insights into quantum mechanics
… to build quantum devices

Fundamental insights

Quantum devices

e.g. understand quantum materials

e.g. clocks

On the following slides I will describe examples for both goals a bit more in
detail.

Many-body systems
e.g. swarming birds

www.thepistrophy.com

We want to understand quantum many-body physics. Let‘s first take a look at
many-body physics in general, here as example a swarm of birds. There is no
„master bird“ controlling the flight patterns of the swarm. These patterns emerge
from the interaction between the birds, every bird adapting its flight to the
neighbours and air currents. Emergent phenomena are very common in nature
from electrons in solid state physics, over molecules forming cells, to neurons
creating conciousness. It is practically impossible often not possible to predict an
emergent phenomenon, even if all details of the microscopic system are known.
See famous article „More is different“ by Anderson (google it).
Also nice:
http://emergentuniverse.org

http://www.thepistrophy.com/bird-ballet-swarming-video-by-neels-castillon/

Quantum many-body physics
e.g. superconductors

Intricate quantum motion of electrons gives rize to amazing macroscopic behavior

We are interested in quantum many-body systems, here as an example a hightemperature superconductor. The intricate quantum motion of the electrons leads
to the formation of bosonic Cooper pairs, which condense into a charged
superfluid. Despite low-temperature superconductors (normal metals at
temperature of a few Kelvin) very well understood, high-temperature
superconductors are not understood. We have many theories, but no way to prove
them. Even the best classical supercomputers cannot solve the equations.

Simulation on classical computer?
Memory requirements for N spin ½ particles:
Classical:

N bits describe state of system

Quantum:

|Y> = a0
+ a2

+ a1
+

. . .

2N complex numbers ai describe state of system

To understand a bit why this is the case, let‘s consider the simple task of storing
the state of a quantum system in a computers memory. Let‘s start with a N spin ½
system. If the spin 1/2s are classical, each can either point up or down and you
can store the system state in N bits.
If the system is quantum, you need 2^N complex numbers.

The
supercomputer
Themost
mostpowerful
powerful supercomputer

Fukagu, RIKEN, Japan
7 million cores (ARM based, A64FX 48C)
30 MW, 500 petaFLOPS, 480 PByte RAM

Only 56 spins!

The memory of even the best supercomputer in the world can only store the state
of 50 quantum spins, which is not a macroscopic number sufficient for the
description of emergent phenomena.
Is this a problem? Computers are getting always better.

The ultimate supercomputer
Store one complex number in each atom.
1080 atoms in visible universe!
270 spins! :-(
Difficulty lies in entanglement of system.
Solution: Use quantum computer!
but we neither have good quantum computer
nor good quantum algorithms yet.

Immediate solution: Quantum Simulation!
use well controlled quantum system
to simulate difficult to access quantum system of interest
Feynman 1981
© Hubble Ultra-Deep Field

Let‘s fast forward to the ultimate supercomputer, which can store one complex
number in each of the ~10^80 atoms of the visible universe. Still, this is only
sufficient for 270 spins: 10^80=(2^3.3)^80=2^(3.3*80)=2^270.
A solution might be a quantum computer, but it will take many years before we
have one that is better than our best classical computers.
The immediate solution is quantum simulation. We simulate our complicated
quantum system of interest by a quantum system that we can control well.
This is reminiscent of the development of classical computers. The first classical
computers were also analog, just as the orary shown here.

Quantum simulation
Quantum simulator
difficult to study
quantum system
quantum model

well-controlled
quantum system

theoretical concept
Control everything

…
potential

interactions
Need ultracold atoms!

internal state

Goals
Main goals: Use ultracold atoms and quantum gases…

… to gain fundamental insights into quantum mechanics
… to build quantum devices

Fundamental insights

Quantum devices

e.g. understand quantum materials

e.g. clocks

Now the second goal quantum devices, explained using a clock as example.
(On the image you see the best clock in the world, a Sr atomic clock in the lab of
Jun Ye at JILA in Boulder, Colorado)

Atomic clock
Pendulum

Atom

Highest accuracy
High transition frequency

optical transitions

Narrow transition

mHz linewidth

Large signal

use many atoms

Undisturbed by other atoms

use gas of atoms

Observe for long time

cool atoms to standstill

Optical clock scheme
Frequency reference

ultracold Sr atoms in lattice

Clockwork
optical frequency comb

laser

translates optical frequency
into microwave frequency

Time and gravity

Interstellar

Time and gravity
Movable clock
Reference
clock

compare

D. Wineland group, NIST, Boulder, USA, Science 329, 1630 (2010)

lift clock by 33cm

Are the „constants“ of nature constant?
Clock
using Sr

Clock
using Yb

compare

Frequency
difference

?
Time (years)
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What do we need?
Phase-space density:

d

We need
1) High density
For BEC:

2) Low temperature

1) High density
Free atoms are not the ground-state of the system:
3-body recombination
G3-body ~ n2

Limit density such that decay timescale longer than experiment of interest.
Typical density:

n ~ 1014 cm-3

(Density of air: n ~ 1019 cm-3)

Let‘s try to make a BEC by compressing a gas of Li atoms liberated from a chunk
of Li metal by heating it in a vacuum chamber. The ground state of Li at low
temperature is such a chunk of metal. A cloud of Li gas is only metastable and
will eventually form a chunk of metal again. The smallest chunk of metal is a
Li_2 molecule. Luckily this molecule cannot form in a collision of two atoms
because of energy and momentum conservation. If two atoms form a molecule, a
lot of binding energy is liberated, which will be converted into kinetic energy.
This means the molecule will fly away fast in one direction. We also need to
conserve momentum. Therefore something else needs to fly away in the opposite
direction to the molecule. This can for example be another atom. That means, a
molecule can only form if at least three atoms collide with each other. The rate at
which this process happens scales with the density squared, since the likelihood
of one atom encountering another atom scales with the density and then this pair
of atoms has to collide with a third atom, which again scales as the density. This
means by limiting the density, we can slow down 3-body recombination. 3-body
recombination is one of the most severe limitations of ultracold quantum gas
experiments. We always need to limit the density of our gas to a value where 3body recombination is slower than the timescale of the experiment we are
interested in, which can be anything from 0.1ms to 10s. Typically our quantum
gases do not exceed a density of 10^14 atoms/cm^3, which leads to a lifetime of
~10s. Compare this to the density of molecules in air of 10^19 mol/cm^3. We are
5 orders of magnitude less dense.

2) Low temperature
Phase-space density:

d

We need
1) High density
For BEC:

n ~ 1014 cm-3

2) Low temperature
T ~ 1µK … 10nK

Now take this density (10^14 at/cm^3) as our limit and calculate the required
temperature for BEC. We obtain 1µK…10nK in dependence of the mass of the
atom. This temperature range cannot be reached with a normal fridge, a dilution
fridge or a demagnetisation fridge.

A fridge for ultracold atoms

We need to build a fridge that works very differently.

Experimental
realization
Our fridge

cooling laser

atomic beam
from oven

Here is our fridge. You see an elongated vacuum chamber. On the right hand side
a chunck of Sr is heated to 500°C in a small steel chamber. Atoms are sublimated
and form a gas. On the left side of this oven chamber, we have installed a bundle
of 50 steel tubes of 0.2mm inner diameter and 12mm length. If an atom in the gas
randomly happens to fly along the direction of the tube, it takes part in an atomic
beam that can travel through the whole vacuum chamber. Other atoms will hit the
wall of the tube and for example exit the oven with a large radial velocity. Those
atoms will not make it through „differential pumping tubes“ (5mm diameter,
10cm long) through which the atomic beam is flying and rather stick to the walls
or bounce around the oven chamber till they and up in a vacuum ion pump.
The atomic beam is slowed by a counter-propagating laser beam.

Atom-light interaction

To understand laser cooling, let‘s start with a stationary atom, which absorbs a
photon that has just the right frequency to drive an atomic transition.

Atom-light interaction

hk

Upon absorption of a photon, an atom gains the energy and momentum of the
photon.

Atom-light interaction

Upon emission, the atom obtains a momentum kick in the opposite direction of
the emission to fulfill momentum conservation.

Atom-light interaction

hk

(Animated slide for lecture)
To understand laser cooling, let‘s start with a stationary atom, which absorbs a
photon that has just the right frequency to drive an atomic transition.
Upon absorption of a photon, an atom gains the energy and momentum of the
photon.
Upon emission, the atom obtains a momentum kick in the opposite direction of
the emission to fulfill momentum conservation.

Laser cooling

Let‘s consider a moving atom as it exists in our atomic beam. Such an atom sees
an incoming atom Doppler shifted to higher frequency. If the incoming photon
has in the labframe a frequency corresponding to the atomic transition, it will not
be absorbed by a moving atom if the Doppler shift is larger than the linewidth of
the atomic transition.

Laser cooling

To compensate for the Doppler shift, the frequency of the photon can be adjusted.
If the photon has in the labframe a frequency that is just by the correct amount
too low (one says „red shifted“) then a moving atom can absorb the photon. (A
shift to higher frequencies is by the way called „blue shift“.) Notice that I gave
the emitted photon a color blue shifted to the absorbed photon. This is in average
the case in laser cooling and is required for energy conservation. Kinetic energy
is converted to energy stored in the photons. Cooling of the gas also leads to
reduction of the entropy of the gas. Still, the total amount of entropy increases,
because of the spontaneously emitted photons propagating in random directions.
From this entropy consideration you can also conclude that spontaneous emission
is crucial to achieve cooling. Stimulated emission would not increase the entropy
of the light field and therefore the entropy of the gas can not be reduced.

Slowing of atomic beam

slowing laser
oven

atomic beam

P(v)

v

In a Zeeman slower an atomic beam emanating from an oven is slowed by a
counterpropagating laser beam. Each absorption event changes the velocity of the
atom by ~1cm/s. To slow down a beam that has an average velocity of a few
100m/s, we need ~10^4 photons. An optically excited atom will emit a photon
after some time (for Rb typically 27ns), upon which the atom will receive a
momentum kick in a random direction. These momentum kicks average out and
just lead to a diffusion in momentum space. (This diffusion is part of the reason
why we cannot easily laser cool to T=0K, but rather obtain a finite temperature).
For the moment we‘ll neglect the momentum kicks from spontaneous emission
and just consider the slowing effect of absorbing photons from laser beams
against which the atom is moving.

Slowing of atomic beam

slowing laser
oven

atomic beam

P(v)

v

If no additional tricks are used, only atoms in a narrow velocity class are slowed
by the laser. To overcome this limitation, one could work with a multitude of
lasers, all operating at slightly different frequencies to address different velocity
classes, or one could change the frequency of the laser over time to stay in
resonance with a bunch of atoms that are slowed down („chirped slower“).

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam

P(v)

v

In practice it is much easier to overcome the limitation by exploiting the Zeeman
effect. A magnetic field changes the transition frequency of the atom. We
construct a magnetic field coil that creates a magnetic field that is strong (~500
Gauss) near the oven, and reduces to zero over a distance of several decimeters.
The laser is resonant with fast atoms (~500 m/s) at the beginning of the Zeeman
slower in presence of the 500G magnetic field.

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam

P(v)

v

After some photon scattering, the atoms are slower and no longer resonant with
the laser at the initial magnetic field. During the time it took the atoms to slow
down, they traveled for a few cm. At their new location, the B-field is reduced. In
presence of this lower B-field, the slower atoms are resonant with the laser beam
again, since the change in the Doppler effect is compensated by the change in the
Zeeman effect.

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam

P(v)

v

This balance of Doppler and Zeeman effect continues till the atoms have a
desired final velocity.
If an atom enters the Zeeman slower from the oven with a velocity that is lower
than the maximum velocity the Zeeman slower can handle (the „capture
velocity“, 500m/s in our example), the atom will fly through the Zeeman slower
unaffected by the laser beam up to the point where the B-field is just right to put
this velocity class into resonance with the laser beam.
Therfore the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution from the capture velocity
downwards is slowed down.
Atoms with a velocity higher than the capture velocity fly through the Zeeman
slower unaffected. They will eventually hit the vacuum window through which
the Zeeman slower beam enters.
We usually construct the Zeeman slower such that it creates an atomic beam with
a velocity of a few 10m/s. This finite final velocity is needed for the atoms to be
able to reach the next laser cooling stage, the „magneto-optical trap“ (MOT),
which is placed ~20cm after the end of the Zeeman slower.

Experimental
realization
Our fridge

Cooling laser

atomic beam
from oven

To cool the atoms further, we use three pairs of counterpropagating laser beams
that are orthogonal to each other.

Optical molasses

These laser beams have a frequency a few linewidths below the atomic transition
frequency. If an atom moves against one of these laser beams, it sees this laser
beam Doppler shifted to its transition frequency. Therefore it will scatter more
photons from that laser than from the others and be slowed down. This slowing of
the atom will happen independent of the direction in which the atom is moving,
since it will always move more or less against one of these six laser beams. This
configuration is called an optical molasses, since the atom is slowed down as if it
was moving through a thick molasses (=sugar syrup). Slowing the atoms of a gas
down leads to a temperature reduction of the gas (it‘s better to speak of the
temperature of the gas rather than the temperature of an atom because
temperature is an ensemble average. But sometimes we‘ll convert an energy into
a temperature for convenience, keeping in mind that we are kind-of misusing the
term temperature.). The optical molasses will cool our gas, but it will not
concentrate it at one location.

Magneto-optical trap

cross section from side, along x

x
x

B-field lines
coils

B-field coils

circularly polarized light

B-field along x axis

Bx
x
By=Bz=0

Since we are interested in phase-space density, we do not only want to cool, but
we also want to increase density. Therefore we want to concentrate our gas at
some location. To do this we add a few elements to the molasses setup,
converting it into a magneto-optical trap setup. First we need something to single
out the location at which we want to concentrate the gas. This is done with a pair
of magnetic field coils through which the current runs in countersense, creating a
quadrupole magnetic field. Let‘s take a look at our system along the x-axis.
Using the right-hand rule you can find the B-field lines. From symmetry you find
that the field is zero in the centre and increases in all directions. Along the x-axis,
B_y=B_z=0 and it is sufficient to consider B_x.
Another change we do is to polarize the laser beams circularly as shown.

Magneto-optical trap
consider 1D situation, along x

Bx
x
mJ
E

+1
0
-1

0
x

Let us consider the motion of an atom along the x axis. We chose a simple atom,
e.g. Sr, with a J=0 ground state and a J=1 excited state. The ground state has no
magnetic moment. Therefore its energy doesn‘t change with position. The excited
state has orbital angular momentum and therefore a magnetic moment. This state
splits into three m_J states. We chose the x axis as our quantization axis (not the
B-field direction as more usually done). The Zeeman effect then leads to energies
of the three excited m_J states as shown. Note that the m_J=+1 state has a higher
energy if the B-field is parallel to the quantisation axis and a lower energy if it is
antiparallel. The laser beams have the same helicity, their electric field vector
rotates in the same direction if you look along the propagation direction of the
beam. But with respect to our quantization axis, the E-field rotates in opposite
directions. For selection rules the laser propagation direction is irrelevant, only
the time evolution of the E-field at the location of the atoms counts. The laser
beam marked with a green circular arrow adds one unit of angular momentum to
the atom upon absorption, driving the atom from J=0 mJ=0 to J‘=1 mJ‘=+1. The
opposite happens for absorption from the other laser beam.
Imagine now an atom initially in the centre (B_x=0) that slowly drifts to the
right. Initially the red detuned laser beams are out of resonance with any atomic
transition. While the atom drifts to the right, the B-field it experiences increases
and the mJ‘=-1 is lowered in energy. At the location marked by the right red
vertical arrow in the lower graph, the transition to the mJ‘=-1 state is in
resonance. Because of angular momentum selection rules, only photons from the
right laser beam can be absorbed. The momentum kicks from this laser accelerate
the atom to the left, which results in the atom returning to the centre.

If the atom drifts to the left, it will at some point absorb photons from the laser beam
coming from the left, and the atom will also return to the centre.
In reality, the atom can always absorb photons from both laser beams, irrespective where
it is, but the scattering rate of photons coming from the left or the right will differ and lead
to the atoms being pushed to the centre.
At the same time, atoms have the tendency to absorb more photons from a beam against
which they are moving because of the Doppler effect, leading to cooling as described on
the optical molasses slide.

Magneto-optical trap

When trapped in a MOT, atoms constantly scatter photons, they fluoresce. Here
you see the reflection of the fluorescence of a blue Sr MOT in the lower glass
window of a glass vacuum chamber.

Magneto-optical trap

Nobel Prize 1997

More info on laser cooling and trapping can also be found in the Nobel lectures
of these gentlemen.

Temperature limit

hk

Why can we not cool to zero temperature?
Imagine an atom is part of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC), it is standing still.
The MOT laser beams are detuned from resonance, but only by a few linewidths
of the atomic transition. The atom therefore can still scatter photons at a non
negligible rate. If the atom scatters a single photon, it acquires a momentum kick
of ~1cm/s, corresponding to a temperature of ~1µK, which is too much for BEC.
The atom is kicked out of the BEC matter wave and becomes a thermal atom.

Density limit
Photons heat
slowest atoms
and push them
apart.

Let‘s trap and
cool atoms
without nearresonant light!

Another limit comes from „multiple scattering“. An atom is laser cooled, emitting
a photon. If the gas is a BEC, the density is relatively high and it is likely that this
photon is absorbed by a nearby atom, pushing it away from the first atom. This
leads to a repulsive force between atoms, limiting the density. In addition there
are other bad processes, such as atom loss by molecule formation through photoassociation.
Therefore the photons that helped us so much to obtain an ultracold cloud of gas
now hinder us to reach BEC. It is clear that for BEC we need to avoid these
photons and continue somehow to trap and cool the atoms without using nearresonant light.

Optical dipole trap
electric field

induced electric dipole

To trap the atoms we use an optical dipole trap. To understand how it works, lets first consider an
atom in a static electric field. The field induces an electric dipole in the atom. The dipole is shifted
to lower energy by the electric field. Therefore the atom likes being at locations of high electric
fields.

Optical dipole trap

To build a trap we use we use slowly varying E-fields instead of static E-fields, the E-fields of an
infrared laser beam. The frequency of the laser is so slow that the electric dipole induced in the
atom can adiabatically follow the E-fields direction. Therefore the atom „likes“ being at locations
of high E-field magnitude, i.e. at locations of high light intensities. The electric dipole moment
induced is proportional to the E-field. The potential is proportional to the dipole moment and
again the E-field. Therefore the potential is proportional to the E-field squared, which means its
proportional to the light intensity.

Optical dipole trap
Infrared laser beam

Trapped atomic cloud

To build a trap, we can simply create a point of maximum light intensity by focussing a laser
beam onto the cloud of atoms.

Since we are using infrared light, which is very far detuned from any atomic
transition, barely any photons are scattered from the laser, which means the
atoms are not heated. (Photons are redistributed within the laser beam by
absorption and stimulated emission, which leads to the small momentum changes
needed to keep the atom trapped in the potential.)

Evaporative cooling

Now we need to cool.
For that we use evaporative cooling, similar to a cup of tea cooling by
evaporating the hottest water molecules through over the potential barrier created
by surface tension.

Evaporative cooling

The optical dipole potential that we have created has a finite trap depth, (besides
the effects of gravity) proportional to the peak laser intensity. Atoms with higher
kinetic energy can roll up the potential hill till they are out of the region of the
laser beam and propagating as free particles, eventually hitting the wall of the
vacuum chamber, sticking there or being heated up by this wall to room
temperature and bouncing through the chamber as residual room temperature gas
till they end up in an vacuum pump.
The atoms remaining in the trap rethermalize by elastic collisions. Since always
the atoms with the highest energy are lost, this temperature will be lower than
before evaporation.
This cooling process would slow down with lowering temperature, because less
and less atoms are in the tail of the Maxwell-Boltzman distribution above the
trapdepth and can be evaporated. In order to keep evaporation rate up, we lower
the trap depth over the course of a few seconds, forcing evaporative cooling.
As soon as the temperature is lowered below the critical temperature, a
macroscopic number of atoms condenses into the ground state of the trap,
forming the BEC.

Evaporative cooling

JILA physics 2000 webpage

The same slide as before, but animated.

Signatures of BEC
thermal cloud

dipole trap

gravity

CCD

To detect the BEC, we use absorption imaging. What are the signatures of a
BEC?
Let‘s first take a look at a thermal gas. We often use a technique called time-offlight imaging or expansion imaging. For this, the trap containing the gas is
suddenly switched off. In the centre of mass frame of the cloud the atoms
continue to propagate in the direction they had at the moment of switch-off.
Therfore the cloud expands and it expands more if the atoms are faster, i.e. hotter.
On top of that the cloud is accelerated downwards by gravity. After some while,
typically 20ms or so, we flash on a resonant laser beam. The atoms scatter
photons from the laser beam, they cast their shadow into it. We record the laser
beam intensity profile, and thereby the shadow of the cloud, by an imaging
system on a CCD camera.
(In reality we take two images, one with atoms, one without, and normalize one
by the other to get rid of unavoidable intensity ripples in the laser beam coming
from interference. We then take the logarithm of the image to obtain the density
distribution of the cloud integrated along the probe laser beam.)
For a thermal cloud, we obtain a Gaussian shaped, round density profile. From
the size and the known time of flight we can calculate the temperature of the
cloud. From the integral over the signal, we obtain the atom number.

Signatures of BEC
BEC

dipole trap

gravity

CCD

Let‘s do the same experiment again with a BEC. A BEC barely contains any
kinetic energy. But it contains a lot of interaction energy. Typically we work with
atoms that experience a repulsive interaction between each other. Therefore the
BEC is somewhat like a rubbery substance that you have compressed in the trap.
When you switch off the trap, this interaction energy, also called mean-field
energy, is converted to kinetic energy. The atoms roll down the potential hill
formed by the mean-field interaction with all other atoms. The compression is in
our case the strongest in the vertical direction, in which me must support the
cloud against gravity. Therfore the gradient of the mean-field potential is
strongest there and the atoms are accelerated mostly up and downwards. The
initially pancake shaped BEC expands vertically a lot, but only barely in the
radial directions. It is therefore deformed into a vertically oriented ellipsoid,
which we image from the side. The shape of the BEC after time-of-flight (TOF)
expansion is very different from the shape of a thermal cloud, a smoking gun for
a BEC.

First BECs of ultracold atoms
Rubidium BEC
June 1995

Cornell & Wieman group, JILA

Sodium BEC
Nov. 1995

Ketterle group, MIT

These are 3D renderings of density profiles recorded as described. They each
show three different experimental runs. The leftmost run stopped evaporative
cooling before BEC was reached and a pretty spherical, thermal density profile is
recorded after expansion. This measurement is destructive and for the middle
images, the whole experimental sequence, MOT, evaporative cooling, image
taking is repeated, which can take between 1s to 45s. The TOF imaging
procedure was started in these runs after a bit more evaporation. This results in
„bi-modal“ distributions, distributions that consist of a thermal cloud and a BEC
peak. A fraction of the atoms has condensed. The right most images show new
experimental runs that were stopped after even more evaporation. Barely any
thermal atoms are visible anymore.
Bi-modal distributions are another hallmark of BEC.

First BECs of ultracold atoms
Rubidium BEC
June 1995

Nobel Prize 2001

Cornell & Wieman group, JILA

Sodium BEC
Nov. 1995

Carl Wieman,
Eric Cornell

Wolfgang
Ketterle

Ketterle group, MIT

It is also worthwhile to read the Nobel lectures of these gentlemen.

Inversion of ellipticity
Time-of-flight expansion of a Sr BEC of 105 atoms
IQOQI 2009

0 ms

5 ms

10 ms
expansion time

15 ms

20 ms

Here is another hallmark of BEC: the inversion of the ellipticity of the cloud
during the time-of-flight expansion. The images show the gas from the side, with
gravity pointing downwards. A horizontally flat pancake is evolving into a
vertically elongated cloud. The centre-of-mass motion has been removed by
vertically shifting the images one with respect to the other.

Ultracold quantum gases
What?

Why?

How?

Let‘s play!

Let‘s play a bit with BECs!

Wave interference

dark bright dark

bright dark bright dark

BECs are matter waves, so they should interfere just like these water waves.

Laser interference

Two laser beams on a screen

© http://www.physics.umd.edu

Or just like these electromagnetic waves.

Two Bose-Einstein condensates
W. Ketterle et al.,
MIT, 1997

split BEC

50 m

To make BECs interfere, we need two of them. We use a dipole trap to create a
repulsive potential cutting a BEC in two.
(We will see later how we can create repulsive dipole traps. Essentially one uses
lasers with high frequency. The valence electron can considered to be
harmonically bound to the ion core formed by the nucleaus and the remaining
atoms. This harmonic oscillator is driven by the oscillating electromagnetic field.
If the driving frequency is above the eigenfrequency of the harmonic oscillator,
the electron reacts 180° out of phase to the driving field. This means the induced
dipole points into the opposite direction it would point to if the driving frequency
was very low. This dipole experiences an energy shift in the E-field, now to
higher energy.)

What happens when BEC expands?

During the TOF expansion…

What happens when BEC expands?

… the two BECs overlap. Where they overlap the interfere constructively or
destructively, depending on their relative phase. This relative phase is spatially
dependent, resulting in stripes.

Matter wave interference
W. Ketterle et al., MIT, 1997

And indeed you can see this modulated density pattern in the experiment.

An interesting relationship
Thermal gas ~ lamp

BEC ~ laser

electromagnetic wave ~ matter wave
Atoms ~ photons (particles of light)

This leads us to a nice analogy.
A thermal gas is similar to the photons emitted from a light bulb: particles fly in
all directions with all kinds of energies.
A BEC corresponds to a laser beam, where all photons are described by a single
electromagnetic wave.
A difference between a BEC and a laser is that the BEC is stationary, but a laser
beam propagates. The BEC corresponds more to the photons inside the laser
cavity.

Stirring a gas

Another nice phenomenon occurs if we rotate the gas. Classically e.g. a tornado
can be produced.

Stirred quantum gas

J. Dalibard et al., E.N.S., 2000

W. Ketterle group, MIT

E. Cornell group, JILA

If we stirr a superfluid, vortices occur. In contrast to classical physics, each
vortex has just one hbar of angular momentum. If you put more angular
momentum into a BEC, a vortex lattice is created.

Quantum simulation
Rotating BEC

Superconductor
in a strong magnetic field

Absorption image
of Rb density

Scanning tunnel microscope image
of electron density

E. Cornell group, JILA

Hanaguri, RIKEN, www.unisoko.com

There is a mathematical correspondance between BEC in the rotating frame and a
charged superfluid in a magnetic field.
(Coriolis force and Lorentz force both obey „F proportional to velocity cross
product something“, where something in the first case is the vector of rotation
and in the second the magnetic field. This correspondence can be used to
simulate the behavior of charged particles immersed in a magnetic field using
neutral atoms, see „Quantum Simulation“ part of this lecture series.).
In both cases vortex lattices are produced.

Summary
What?

Why?

How?

Let‘s play!

Let‘s visit the lab!

Ok, let‘s go to the lab and see how thing are really done!
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Goals of the next three lectures
Understand laser cooling and trapping
Questions we want to answer:
•
•
•
•

How does laser cooling work?
How cold can we get?
What are the optimal parameters for experiments?
Can we find improved schemes to get even colder?

• How does laser trapping work?
• How dense can we get?
• What limits the timespan for which we can trap atoms?
On our way to answering these questions, we‘ll also learn
• some general quantum mechanics (electron in EM field, density matrix)
• some quantum optics (Bloch sphere, optical Bloch equations)
• about Brownian motion
• how atomic clocks work (Ramsey spectroscopy)

Meet the players

The atom(s)

The laser beam(s)

The EM field modes

The atoms

Atoms used for laser cooling need to have
• optical transitions that are accessible by current laser technology
• a simple optical term scheme (avoid problem of optical pumping to dark state)
Especially simple:
atoms with noble gas shell + 1 valence electron: the alkalis

Example: Rb atomic structure

p
s
d

p

p

s

Lowest optical transition:
[Kr].5s1
[Kr].5p1
wavelength:

s
p
s
s

orbital angular momentum
quantum number of electron shell

principal quantum number

Figure: www.webelements.com

Fine and hyperfine structure
Angular momenta in 87Rb:
•

valence electron spin

•

valence electron orbital angular momentum

•

nuclear spin

Fine structure
e.g. electron magnetic moment in
magnetic field from orbital motion

[Kr].5p1

[Kr].5s1

Hyperfine structure
e.g. nuclear magnetic moment in
magnetic field of electron

Two-level system
For the moment, we approximate the internal structure of the atom by a two-level system:
energy spread of excited level:

transition energy:

Example: 87Rb (Rubidium)

Meet the players

The atom(s)

The laser beam(s)

The EM field modes

The laser beam
We approximate the laser beam by a plane wave with wavelength

.

electric field
wavevector
magnetic field

direction of
propagation

frequency:

wavevector:

angular frequency:
unit vector pointing in
direction of propagation

intensity:
energy of photon:

electric field:

momentum of photon:
typical intensity for laser cooling:

magnetic field: magnitude

Power of 1mW corresponds to ~1015 photons per second (in the visible range of the spectrum).

The laser beam
A plane wave fills all of space.

E-field at each location:

Picture from Wikipedia.

Phase front diagram

Phase fronts:

Meet the players

The atom(s)

The laser beam(s)

The EM field modes

The EM field modes
In a finite volume (e.g. a hollow metal cube) only discrete modes of the EM field possible.
Hollow metal cube with volume
E-field zero at wall

Eigenmodes: standing waves

Example shown:
red lines symbolize sine term along respective direction
nx = ny = 1 and nz=8

Two polarizations
e.g. linear with

:
and

This field (with corresponding B-field) solves EM
wave equation with
where
Mode density independent of chosen volume:
modes per unit frequency and unit volume:
Each mode can be populated with
The energy of each mode is

photons.
(just like harmonic oscillator)
quantum fluctuations

The electromagnetic vacuum

consists of these modes in their groundstate,

for every mode.

Basic atom-light interaction processes
Absorption

Stimulated
emission

Spontaneous
emission

Absorption
Absorption
photon incident on
ground-state atom

atom absorbes
energy and momentum

Example:
stationary atom absorbing resonant photon
properties of atom after absorption event:

temperature corresponding to that energy, defined by

It will be difficult to laser cool below the recoil temperature…

Stimulated emission
Stimulated
emission
N photons
resonant laser beam populated by
N photons incident on
excited-state atom

N+1 photons
atom emits photon into laser mode
momentum conservation lets
atom recoil in direction opposite to
photon momentum, i.e. opposite to
laser beam direction

Spontaneous emission
Spontaneous
emission
excited-state atom

atom spontaneously emits a
photon into EM vacuum mode

Spontaneous emission is stimulated emission driven by vacuum fluctuations of EM field modes.
Momentum conservation lets atom recoil in direction oposite to photon momentum.
Emission into opposite directions has equal probability.
:

Probability of being
in excited state

Exponential decay on timescale

Time (

)

Fluorescence
laser beam photons &
photons from stimulated emission

photons in laser beam
scattered photons
(spontaneous emission)

Typical resonance in scattering rate
Scattering rate

Resonance often broadened by
• Doppler effect
• collisions
• saturation of resonance

Detuning

Fluorescence

Cooling laser
Atomic beam oven

Fluorescence of strontium atomic
beam

Magneto-optical trap

Our situation
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

other EM field modes

Describe atom as particle with position

and velocity

.

Atom experiences momentum kicks by absorption and emission of photons.
Averaged over time, these momentum kicks correspond to a force.
Calculate atomic trajectory using Newton‘s laws.

Validity of approximation (derivation 1)
In reality atom is a wavepacket with spatial spread

and momentum spread

.

For particle approximation to be valid, the whole wavepacket has to be influenced in the same way.
Light fields can change on a scale

, therefore we require:

Condition (1)
From Heisenberg:

(neglecting factors of
For the whole momentum space wavepacket to be influenced in the same way,
the linewidth of the transition needs to be larger than the Doppler shift.
Condition (2)
Condition under which
particle approximation is
valid:

Condition of large linewidth

)

;

Validity of approximation (derivation 2)
For time averaged force to be sufficient to describe dynamics, the internal dynamics of the atom must be
much faster than the external dynamics.
Internal dynamics happens on timescale

Relevant timescale for external dynamics: recoil kicks give rise to Doppler shift comparable to linewidth.
(*)
Velocity change

every
(*)

Internal dynamics much faster than external dynamics:

Condition under which
evolution is adiabatic:

Condition of large linewidth

Condition of large linewidth
Condition of large linewidth

Examples:
narrow laser-cooling transition

The narrow laser-cooling transition
of Sr has special laser cooling
properties.

Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

other EM field modes

Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

Step 1: internal state evolution
For now: position of atom fixed.

The laser beam

The atom

coupling

The field modes

coupling

Step 1a: only laser beam and atom:
only absorption from laser beam and
stimulated emission into that beam
no spontaneous emission

Today‘s lecture

Bloch sphere picture & dressed state picture
Step 1b: include EM field modes:
also spontaneous emission

optical Bloch equations

Next lecture

Overview of this lecture
Set up problem
Assumptions and approximations about laser beam and atoms
Simplify Hamiltonian (dipole approximation)
Schrödinger equation in matrix form (calculate matrix elements)
Solve problem
Transform into rotating frame
Rotating wave approximation
Solve Schrödinger equation
Understand solution
Interpretation: Bloch sphere
Sharpen your intuition about Bloch sphere, examples

Step 1a: laser beam & atom
Assumptions and approximations
Neglecting spontaneous emission:
Valid if time of experiment shorter than the lifetime of the excited level.

Laser beam:
•

Plane wave with linear polarization along
approximated as classical field.

propagating along

E-field:

Atom:
•
•
•
•

Atom with a single valence electron, i.e. alkali atom.
Nucleus of atom fixed at origin.
Nucleus and inner shell electrons create central potential
on valence electron.
Only the single valence electron is influenced by the plane wave (hydrogen like behavior).

We can at the end of the calculation overcome most of the approximations concerning the atom by using
experimentally determined atom-light interaction constants for a given transition.

Everything we will derive is valid for any two-level transition driven by sine perturbation,
not only optical transitions driven by a monochromatic laser.

Hamiltonian

vector potential
scalar potential
Coulomb potential of nucleus and inner electrons on valence electron
electron charge
electron mass
electron spin operator

See Sakurai „Advanced Quantum Mechanics“, section 3.2 for deeper insights.

Dipole approximation

Calculation steps and approximations

see e.g. Sakurai 5.7, Cohen-Tannoudji AXIII,…
(definitions vary by constant factors between books)

•

Find gauge of EM field that simplifies Hamiltonian.

•

Show that terms

•

Show that interaction between electron magnetic moment and B field can be neglected.

•

Note that spatial extend of electron wavefunction much smaller than wavelength of transition.

can be neglected.

Typical diameter of atom: < 1 nm
Typical wavelength of atomic transition: several 100 nm
EM field that electron experiences can be approximated by the field at the location of the nucleus.
Replace

Result

and

by

and

.

Two-level approximation
;

;
Eigenstates of

are

with energies

We want to find the eigenstates of

.
and determine the dynamics of the coupled system.

We assume that initially only
and
are populated and that the energy between these states is much
closer to the energy of the laser photons than any other transition.

energy

States besides

and

are barely populated during the dynamics and can be neglected.

Proof: time-dependent perturbation theory with sine modulation or deduction from the following calculation

Two-level system with sine perturbation
energy

General wavefunction:
with normalization
Goal: solve Schrödinger equation

Matrix notation

To obtain differential equations for
Hamiltonian.

and

we need to determine matrix elements of

Our case
Our case:

;

Matrix elements of Hamiltonian, e.g.

Our Hamiltonian:

Parity considerations
Parity is symmetry under reflection at the origin.
even parity:
odd parity:
(Not every function has well defined parity.)
1D examples of functions with well-defined parity:
even parity

odd parity

odd parity
f2(x)=x

f1(x)

•

Parity of product of functions is product of parity of individual functions.

•

Integral over odd parity functions is zero.

f1(x) f2(x)

Our case
Our case:

Our Hamiltonian:

;

Matrix elements of Hamiltonian, e.g.

Parity considerations:
Our bare atomic system is symmetric under parity since it consists of a particle in a spherically symmetric
potential.
even parity
(Integral over all of space over odd parity function)

odd parity
even parity

Off-diagonal elements
Our Hamiltonian:

Define Rabi frequency:

(definition varies through literature)
Schrödinger equation in matrix form:

Schrödinger equation:

Observation:
e.g. without laser:

and

oscillate fast.

Basis change
Put this rotation into state vector:

(go into rotating frame)

Basis change:
Determine Schrödinger equation in new basis.

Schrödinger equation in old basis:

Our case
Schrödinger equation in old basis

Schrödinger equation in rotating basis

Schrödinger equation:

Set

,

. Use

. Drop ’.

Rotating wave approximation:
Neglect rapidly oscillating terms. Valid if

Use

Solve differential equations

Solve this set of differential equations for
•
•

atom in
at
laser phase

with

Probability of finding atom in

:

Resonant behavior
with
On resonance:
absorption dominates

Sine oscillations with period
emission dominates

Time

.

Experiment: ion qubit

Off resonant behavior
with

on resonance
d=0
off resonance
d=W

off resonance
d = 2.5 W

Time
•
•

Oscillations faster.
Atom never fully in excited state.

Resonance
Excitation probability by square pulse with duration

in dependence of detuning:

with

Time

The Bloch sphere
Let‘s find an intuitive description.
Observation:

Express

with two real parameters,

and

:

with

Can be represented as a point on a unit sphere!

The Bloch vector picture

Represent

by Bloch vector

We will show that equation of motion is

with field vector

© Wikipedia

Surface of Bloch sphere represents the
Hilbert space of the two-level system.

R. Feynman et al. J. Appl. Phys. 28, 49 (1957)

The Bloch vector picture
Equation of motion of Bloch vector:

The Bloch vector moves under the influence of
a driving field in the direction orthogonal to the
field vector and the Bloch vector itself.

This is analogous to the evolution of an angular
momentum under the influence of a torque.

© Wikipedia

Proof of
Basis change using
Schrödinger equation in old basis

with

Result:

on

Schrödinger equation in rotated basis

Proof of
Show
using

Insert

and

into

Show equality of left and right hand side using

Rotating frame
Both,

and

have a phase,

and

, respectively.

The Bloch sphere is given in a frame rotating with the laser phase
.
What does that mean?
Let‘s imagine the laser beam is not hitting the atom. The laser
is still working, guaranteeing a well defined phase
, but the
beam is not sent on the atom.

Solution:

Compare to:

Therefore:
The Bloch vector is rotating around the north-south axis of the Bloch sphere if the
atomic transition frequency is different from the laser frequency.

Examples
(different starting condition)

:
Switch laser on for as long as necessary
to bring atom to excited state.
For weaker laser, longer time needed.

Rabi oscillations

Compare to our calculation from before:

Time

Stationary states

If Bloch vector is parallel or antiparallel to the Rabi vector,
the atomic state only acquires a phase.
These are the eigenstates of the system.

Applications
The Bloch vector picture gives intuitive insight into
many applications.
•

Nuclear magnetic resonance

•

Quantum computation

•

Atomic clocks

•

Atom interferometers in general

Everything we derived is valid for any two-level transition driven by EM wave.
Especially useful if pulse shorter than the lifetime of the excited level, so that
spontaneous emission is negligible.
In the radiofrequency domain this is always the case on experimental timescales.
In the optical domain this requires short laser pulses.
Bloch vector picture can be generalized to include spontaneous emission
and to describe an ensemble of many atoms.
next lecture

Atomic clock
Definition of second:
9 192 631 770 periods of the radiation corresponding
to the transition between the cesium hyperfine levels
Challenge: measure this transition precisely
Use Ramsey spectroscopy:

atomic beam

detector
for
radiofrequency
source

feedback
control

Ramsey spectroscopy on resonance

wait time

result

Ramsey spectroscopy off resonance

wait time

Frequency difference between
rf source and atomic transition leads
to phase shift between and ,
in this example by .

result

Ramsey spectroscopy signal

transition probability

LNE-SYRTE

To determine if rf source is too low or too high in frequency, execute two measurements,
with frequencies slightly above and below the rf source frequency.

Fountain clock
Long interrogation time (~1s) through slow (few cm/s), ultracold (few µK) atoms.

Atomic fountain clock,
BNM-SYRTE, Paris

NIST

Exercizes

Exercise: p-pulse condition
1) Determine

with constant

under the following starting conditions:
Help:

2) How does the oscillation frequency depend on

?

3) How does the oscillation frequency depend on the intensity of the EM field?
How much do you have to increase the laser intensity to double the oscillation frequency?
4) Assume that we start in
value, back to zero.
Give a condition on

and that the amplitude of

is changing from zero to a finite

that needs to be fulfilled to execute a p-pulse.

Solution: p-pulse condition
1)
;

2) It doesn‘t. Crucial for spin echo (see later).
3)
The laser intensity has to be increased by a factor four to double the Rabi frequency.
4) The pulse area

needs to be

.

Exercise: nuclear magnetic resonance
See the web, e.g. Wikipedia for an explanation of NMR.
Here the question:
You have an ensemble of two level systems, each with a slightly different transition frequency.
After a p/2-pulse, the spins will fan out on the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere.
How can you resynchronize their Bloch vectors?

Solution: spin echo

Picture from Wikipedia.
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Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

EM vacuum

Last and this
Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom lecture
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

Next lecture

Step 1: internal state evolution
For now: position of atom fixed.

The laser beam

The atom

coupling

The field modes

coupling

Step 1a: only laser beam and atom:
only absorption from laser beam and
stimulated emission into that beam
no spontaneous emission

Last and today‘s lecture

Bloch sphere picture & dressed state picture
Step 1b: include EM field modes:
also spontaneous emission

optical Bloch equations

Today‘s lecture

Step 1: internal state evolution
For now: position of atom fixed.

The laser beam

The atom

The field modes

In this lecture I don’t have many additional notes. So I
coupling
don’tcoupling
put them in the note section of the
PPT file, but
insert additional slides with this type of box.
During the last lecture we discussed an atom coupled to
one monochromatic light field. Our result is best
summarized on the next slide, showing the essence of
the Bloch sphere picture. Before introducing
spontaneous
emission, I will introduce two more topics:
Step 1a: only laser beam
and atom:
light
shifts
and
theand
dressed state picture.
only absorption from laser beam
Last and today‘s lecture
stimulated emission into that beam
no spontaneous emission

Bloch sphere picture & dressed state picture
Step 1b: include EM field modes:
also spontaneous emission

optical Bloch equations

Today‘s lecture

The Bloch sphere picture

Represent

by Bloch vector

We will show equation of motion

with field vector

© Wikipedia

Surface of Bloch sphere represents the
Hilbert space of the two-level system.

R. Feynman et al. J. Appl. Phys. 28, 49 (1957)

Examples
(different starting condition)

:
Switch laser on for as long as necessary
to bring atom to excited state.
For weaker laser, longer time needed.

Rabi oscillations

Compare to our calculation from before:

Time

Stationary states

If Bloch vector is parallel or antiparallel to the Rabi vector,
the atomic state only acquires a phase.
These are the eigenstates of the system.

Light shifts
What energy shift does the atom experience in presence of the light field?
Determine Eigenstates and Eigenenergies of

Remove time dependence from Hamiltonian to make this calculation simpler:
go to rotating frame and use rotating wave approximation (see lecture 2)

Observation for
:
By the basis transformations the energy scale of each state was shifted.
On the new scales,
has energy
and
has energy
.
Diagonalize
Result:

to find additional shift because of
back to
original
energy
scale

.

energies for

Light shifts
Large detuning:

Case

:

(remember

)

laser frequency lower than atomic transition frequency
„red detuned laser“

Energy

Field strength
large detuning

Light shifts
For large detuning
(

:

Remember

)

Laser intensity
Name „light shift“ is appropriate!

„blue detuned laser“

„red detuned laser“
Energy

Energy

Field strength

Field strength

Light shifts
For large detuning
(

:

Remember

)

Laser intensity
Name „light shift“ is appropriate!

„blue detuned laser“

„red detuned laser“
Energy

Energy

Light intensity

Light intensity

Use to create conservative potentials on atoms, e.g. „optical dipole traps“ (more on that later).
Attention: rotating-wave approximation and two-level approximation easily not good in realistic scenarios.

Eigenstates
Diagonalize

to find eigenstates.

Result after normalization:

These are the stationary states found in lecture 2 when solving
equation of motion of Bloch vector (
)
for stationary states.

Dressed atom picture
System consists of atom and laser fields:

Eigenstates of system without atom-light coupling:
number of photons

Total uncoupled energy:

state of atom (

bare states
coupled to „dressed states“
by atom-light interaction

photons

photons

photons

or

)

Dressed atom picture
System consists of atom and laser fields:

dressed
state
picture, also called dressed atom
Eigenstates of systemThe
without
atom-light
coupling:

picture, is a very useful picture with
which
we can
number
of photons

Total uncoupled energy:
describe our system. The first step is to consider not
state of atom (

or

)

only the eigenstates of the atom, but the eigenstate of
the system consisting of atom and the laser field. We
first consider these states without a coupling term
between atom and lightfield in the Hamiltonian. These
are our bare states.

bare states
coupled to „dressed states“
by atom-light interaction

photons

photons

photons

Dressed atom picture

uncoupled states
„bare states“

Detuning

Dressed atom picture

uncoupled states
„bare states“

Here we plot the energy of the bare states in
dependence of the laser detuning. For convenience we
put the zero of our energy scale to E(|e,n>).

Detuning

Dressed atom picture

uncoupled states
„bare states“

coupled states
„dressed states“

Detuning

dressed states
obtained by
diagonalizing
(see light shift slides)

contain superposition
of
(red)
and
(blue)

Dressed atom picture

Now we switch the atom-light coupling on. To find the
new Eigenstates and Eigenenergies we diagonalize the
Hamiltonian, which now has non-zero off-diagonal
elements. We did this diagonalization when considering
light shifts and Eigenstates, so we can just take those
results and plot them here. You see that the crossing
becomes an avoided crossing. The new eigenstates are
mixtures of |e> and |g>. The color gives the composition,
the blue component is proportional to the probability of
measuring |g,n+1>, the red component proportional to
the probability of measuring |e,n>.

uncoupled states
„bare states“

coupled states
„dressed states“

Detuning

dressed states
obtained by
diagonalizing
(see light shift slides)

contain superposition
of
(red)
and
(blue)

Rapid adiabatic passage
Method to reliably change the state of the atom, e.g. from
0) Start in

to

:

.

1) Switch coupling field on with
2) Slowly ramp detuning to
3) Switch coupling field off.

.
.

System follows evolution of eigenstate to
(„Adiabatic theorem“, see e.g. Wikipedia).

.

3)

2)
0,1)

Detuning

Advantage compared to p pulse: less influenced by noise in intensity, frequency, B-field,…
Disadvantage: slower

Condition of adiabaticity

What is the condition of adiabaticity of the rapid
adiabatic passage? We need to compare two scales,
e.g. two frequency scales. We need to compare the
speed of the ramp to the minimum of the energy splitting
between the coupled states. To do this comparison, we
note that the relevant range of detuning change is from
minus a few Omega to plus a few Omega. One over the
time you take to ramp this interval is a frequency. That
frequency has to be smaller than the energy splitting/h,
which is also a frequency. See “adiabatic theorem” and
“Landau Zener formula” in quantum mechanics textbook
or on Wikipedia.

Rapid adiabatic passage in Bloch picture

Adiabaticity requires oscillation of
of

from

to

around

much faster than rotation

.

Figure from Metcalf & van der Straten

Step 1: internal state evolution
For now: position of atom fixed.

The laser beam

The atom

coupling

The field modes

coupling

Step 1a: only laser beam and atom:
only absorption from laser beam and
stimulated emission into that beam
no spontaneous emission

Last and today‘s lecture

Bloch sphere picture & dressed state picture
Step 1b: include EM field modes:
also spontaneous emission

optical Bloch equations

Today‘s lecture

Spontaneous emission
Spontaneous
emission
excited-state atom

atom spontaneously emits a
photon into EM vacuum mode

Spontaneous emission is stimulated emission driven by vacuum fluctuations of EM field modes.
Momentum conservation lets atom recoil in direction oposite to photon momentum.
Emission into opposite directions has equal probability.
:

Probability of being
in excited state

Exponential decay on timescale

Time (

)

Monte Carlo description
A first approach to describe two-level system coupled to laser field and EM field modes:
Numerically solve the differential equations describing the two-level system coupled to the laser field.
Randomly (hence „Monte-Carlo“) with rate
set
to simulate spontaneous decay,
see panel (a) of figure.

Average excitation probability

Average over multiple simulations, i.e. multiple atoms in an ensemble, to obtain average behavior,
see panels (b), (c).

1 simulation

10 simulations

100 simulations

Time
Disadvantages: computationally expensive, needs to be redone for each condition, barely any insights
Therefore now: analytic description

Analytical description
The laser beam

The atom

coupling

The field modes

coupling

For now: system only consisting of atom and field modes
The field modes form an environment to which the atom
is coupled.
Challenge: The system can easily evolve into a state that is far too complicated to be
treated exactly.
Luckily, we are not interested in knowing the state of the EM field,
we are only interested in the state of the atom.
Resort to density matrix formalism!

Reminder: density matrix formalism
Example and motivation:
basis for atom:

basis for environment:

System initially in state

: all

vectors, two polarizations

.
EM vacuum
atom

After some time, system in superposition state:

emitted photon in mode

We do not know into which mode the photon has been emitted, neither do we care since
we are only interested in the state of the atom.
Our knowledge about the atom:
with probability

it is in

.

with probability

it is in

.

This limited knowledge can not be described by a wavefunction.
e.g. specifying

would require knowledge of
which we don‘t have.

different mathematical framework required: density matrix formalism

,

Reminder: density matrix formalism
Density operator of system that is with probability

in state

:
The
can be arbitrary wavefunctions.
They don‘t need to form a basis.

Can be written as matrix with respect to basis

Expectation value of observable

:

:

Time evolution of density operator:

If you don‘t remember the density matrix formalism, look it up in a quantum mechanics textbook!

Reminder: density matrix formalism
Examples:
density matrix corresponding to single quantum state ( = pure state)

diagonal elements:

„populations“

off-diagonal elements: „coherences“

density matrix corresponding to statistical mixture of quantum states ( = mixed state)
probability

in

probability

in

off-diagonal elements 0:
no coherence between

and

Reminder: density matrix formalism
A certain density matrix describes various different statistical mixtures
e.g.

or

with

Predictions depend only on density matrix, not on specific statistical mixture.
Different statistical mixtures leading to same density matrix are „operationally indistinguishable“
and called different „unravellings“ of the density matrix.

Reminder: density matrix formalism
The universe
system has basis
environment has basis
system

The universe is in a pure state:
environment

Let

be an operator acting on the system only.

Expectation value:

density matrix of system alone.
Environment „traced out“.
partial trace over environment
partial trace over system

Our goal
Our situation

entanglement
dissipative evolution
need differential equn. for
„master equation“
here: „optical Bloch equation“
unitary evolution

„detector“ or
„trash can“

trace out environment

Our strategy
1) Simple model that captures the essence of the calculation we need to do
2) Sketch of full calculation (simple, but very long)
3) Sketch of simplified calculation of decay constant

Beamsplitter model
Simple model that captures essence of optical Bloch equation derivation.
beam splitter
= „atom-environment
coupling“

Beamsplitter models coupling of atom to
vacuum mode, providing a possibility for
spontaneously decay.

„environment“

photon
=
=

: one photon = atom in
or
: no photon = atom in

Transmission:
(for amplitude)

transmission channel
= „evolution of atom“

Reflectivity:
(for amplitude)

detector
= „environment“

Initial state:

;

,

real

We could also use general density matrix.
Wouldn‘t change result.

Probability to reflect the photon:

Output state?

Wrong!
Wolfgang Ketterle, MIT open course ware, course 8.422, lecture 13 (2013).

Beamsplitter model
Output state before „detection“ by enironment:
photon was reflected into environment
environment
transmission channel modelling „atom“

Detection (tracing out environment):
photon „detected“:

reflection probability

no photon „detected“:

Already possibility of observation changes state!

using

initial state

Beamsplitter model
Many consecutive beamsplitters
= „continuous coupling with many modes of the environment“

Many beam splitters with small „tipping angle“
Taylor expansion of

in

Compare to

master equation:
excited state population
decays exponentially
ground state population
Increases correspondingly

coherences decay
with half the rate

Remarks
I)

Short notation:

Liouville operator
II)

Assumptions about environment:
1)

unchanged by photon emission (large thermal bath):
„Born approximation“

2)

short correlation time
„Markov approximation“

between atom & environment („no memory“):

time it takes for photon to fly away from atom

III)

Separation of timescales:

correlation timescale

relaxation timescale
timescale of master equation

IV) Different environments lead to different dynamics.
Can we engineer environment to obtain interesting states?
Rainer Blatt’s ion trapping group, Innsbruck:
An open-system quantum simulator with trapped ions, Nature 470, 486 (2011)

Master equation of spontaneous emission

Master equation of spontaneous emission
First steps:
Hamiltonian
evolution of density matrix
rotating-wave approximation
and integration
change of universe density matrix
iteration

trace out environment
exact equation for change
of system density matrix

Born & Markov approximation… (~50 pages calculations + ~50 pages discussion)

Result
master equation of two-level system
coupled to EM vacuum

excited state population
decays exponentially
ground state population
Increases correspondingly

with expression for

, essentially equivalent to Fermi‘s golden rule.

coherences decay
with half the rate

Fermi‘s golden rule
stimulated emission
of two-level system
coupling by
laser field

spontaneous emission
into EM vacuum
coupling by vacuum
fluctuations
many states

Coupling matrix element in both cases:
with dipole moment

The EM field modes
In a finite volume (e.g. a hollow metal cube) only discrete modes of the EM field possible.
Hollow metal cube with volume
E-field zero at wall

Eigenmodes: standing waves

Example shown:
red lines symbolize sine term along respective direction
nx = ny = 1 and nz=8

Two polarizations:
e.g. linear with along

or along

This field (with corresponding B-field) solves EM
wave equation with
where
Mode density independent of chosen volume:
modes per unit frequency and unit volume:
Each mode can be populated with
The energy of each mode is

photons.
(just like harmonic oscillator)
quantum fluctuations

The electromagnetic vacuum

consists of these modes in their groundstate,

for every mode.

Fermi‘s golden rule
stimulated emission
of two-level system

spontaneous emission
into EM vacuum

coupling by
laser field

coupling by vacuum
fluctuations
many states

Coupling matrix element in both cases:
with dipole moment
Spontaneous emission:

is electric field of vacuum oscillation.
: quantization volume (drops out at the end)

Generalize calculation of last lecture to many final states.
Fermi‘s golden rule delivers decay rate constant

(see Sakurai, Cohen-Tannoudji,…)

The EM field modes
In a finite volume (e.g. a hollow metal cube) only discrete modes of the EM field possible.
Hollow metal cube with volume
E-field zero at wall

Eigenmodes: standing waves

Example shown:
red lines symbolize sine term along respective direction
nx = ny = 1 and nz=8

Two polarizations:
e.g. linear with along

or along

This field (with corresponding B-field) solves EM
wave equation with
where
Mode density independent of chosen volume:
modes per unit frequency and unit volume:
Each mode can be populated with
The energy of each mode is

photons.
(just like harmonic oscillator)
quantum fluctuations

The electromagnetic vacuum

consists of these modes in their groundstate,

for every mode.

Fermi‘s golden rule
stimulated emission
of two-level system

spontaneous emission
into EM vacuum

coupling by
laser field

coupling by vacuum
fluctuations
many states
density of states

Coupling matrix element in both cases:
with dipole moment
Spontaneous emission:

is electric field of vacuum oscillation.
: quantization volume (drops out at the end)

Generalize calculation of last lecture to many final states.

(see Sakurai, Cohen-Tannoudji,…)

Fermi‘s golden rule delivers decay rate constant

(factor 3 from integral over modes, taking into account relative orientation of

and

.)

Analytical description
The laser beam

The atom

The field modes

coupling

coupling

master equation of spontaneous emission

differential equations for
and
To do:
1) convert to diff. equn. for density matrix

2) add contributions to
time evolution

Optical Bloch equations

1) diff. equn. for density matrix
Differential equations for

and

describing atom-laser coupling (from lecture 2):

;

Density matrix of atom:

Differential equation for density matrix:

2) add decay terms
atom-laser coupling

atom-environment coupling

Optical Bloch equations

Dynamic solution
Numerical integration of Bloch equations

Figure: Metcalf and van der Straaten

Monte Carlo description
Numerically solve the differential equations describing the two-level system coupled to the laser field.
Randomly (hence „Monte-Carlo“) with rate
see panel (a) of figure.

set

to simulate spontaneous decay,

Average excitation probability

Average over multiple simulations, i.e. multiple atoms in an ensemble, to obtain average behavior,
see panels (b), (c).

1 simulation

10 simulations

100 simulations

Time

Stationary solution
Differential equation for population difference

stationary solution

with
saturation parameter

on-resonance
saturation parameter

saturation intensity

lifetime of excited state

For very high laser intensity (

) excited state population saturates

Photon scattering rate:
with
power broadened linewidth

Scattering rate
with
power broadened linewidth

scattering rate

detuning

Absorption imaging
BEC

dipole trap

gravity

CCD

Law of absorption

surface

density
# scatterers
initial intensity
intensity change
for low intensity
Law of absorption
„Beer‘s law“

with
with absorption cross section

Absorption imaging

Absorption imaging

CCD

Stationary solution
Differential equation for population difference

stationary solution

with
saturation parameter

on-resonance
saturation parameter

saturation intensity

lifetime of excited state

For very high laser intensity (

) excited state population saturates

Photon scattering rate:
with
power broadened linewidth

Phase shift
scattering rate

detuning

Harmonic oscillator model
For weak laser intensities, atom-photon interaction can be described by
driven damped harmonic oscillator.
Limitation of this model
ion core

radiation
damping

invalid for high intensities

higher states can
be populated
Saturation!

driving electric field
valence
electron
Compare our results with amplitude of oscillator
and phase shift between driving field and
oscillator as you known them from classical
mechanics!

two-level
system

harmonic
oscillator

Bloch vector
Bloch vector can also be defined for density matrix:

is hermitian (

)

and has trace 1
(

only three real parameters)

can be written as sum of Pauli matrices:

with

Optical Bloch equations:

;

,
: real and
imaginary part of
;
Rabi frequency

Eigenstates
Diagonalize

to find eigenstates.

Result after normalization:

Before we determined the stationary
states without spontaneous emission.
What are the stationary states with
spontaneous emission?

These are the stationary states found before.

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
see Mathematica demo
high intensity

medium intensity

low intensity

Spontaneous emission never allows you to reach an excited state population of more than 50%.
The stronger you drive, the less coherent the stationary state becomes (blue arrow becomes shorter).

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
red detuned

nearly on resonance

blue detuned

phase shift in dependence of detuning, just as discussed before

Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

EM vacuum

Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

Next lecture

Question 1
Assume we use very low intensity laser light. Atom is fixed in space (no momentum change).
Frequency spectrum of excitation light:

What is frequency and linewidth of scattered light?
A)

B)

C)

What is frequency and linewidth of scattered light?
Correct answer is C.
At very low intensity individual photons scatter off the atom.
Energy conservation requires that frequency spectrum doesn‘t change.
See also „Rayleigh scattering“ on Wikipedia or in an optics book.

D)

Question 2
Assume we use very high intensity laser light.
Frequency spectrum of excitation light:

What is frequency spectrum of the scattered light?

Rabi oscillations
When driving very strongly Rabi oscillations are nearly undamped.
on resonance
d=0
off resonance
d=W
off resonance
d = 2.5 W

Time

Spontaneous emission probability is proportional to excited state occupation probability.
 Emission intensity is modulated at effective Rabi frequency

.

 Sidebands in frequency spectrum of emitted light (Fourier transform of emitted light)

Experiment: Mollow triplet
Strongly excite quantum dot
Take spectrum of emitted light

Result

Setup

Figure 4 from Engineered quantum dot single-photon sources
Sonia Buckley et al. Rep. Prog. Phys. 75, 126503 (2012)

Dressed atom picture
System consists of atom and laser fields:

Eigenstates of system without atom-light coupling:
number of photons

Total uncoupled energy:

state of atom (

coupled states

photons

photons

photons

or

)

Dressed atom picture

uncoupled states

coupled states
„dressed states“

Detuning

Explanation with dressed state picture
for simplicity consider only
number of photons in
excitation light field
(do not count photons that
are spontaneously emitted)
bare states:
no coupling by
excitation laser

Explanation with dressed state picture
for simplicity consider only
dressed states:
each state contains |e> and |g>
 spontaneous emission between such states possible

number of photons in
excitation light field
(do not count photons that
are spontaneously emitted)
bare states:
no coupling by
excitation laser

spontaneously emitted photons
emission leads to energy loss

Spectrum:

Exercises
Make sure you understood the lecture. Go over the slides and think through them again.
On several slides intermediate calculation steps were left out. Make sure that you
understand how the calculation that is missing works. If you are not 100% sure, do the
calculation. Here a few examples.
1) Determine eigenvalues and eigenenergies of

2) Adiabatic following theorem: read proof in a textbook or on Wikipedia
3) Monte-Carlo simulation of two-level system coupled to a driving laser field and
including spontaneous decay. If you are interested, write such a simulation e.g. in
Mathematica. This is more a programming excercise than a physics exercise and not
as important as the others.
4) Rapid adiabatic passage. Write down time dependent Schrödinger equation for
coupled two-level system. Solve it for a linear sweep in detuning, e.g. using
Mathematica. Plot the probability of transfering
to
in dependence of Rabi
frequency and rate of detuning change.
5) Look up and understand the Landau-Zener formula, which analytically describes
such transfers. This exercise goes beyond the material of this course.

Exercises
6) Density matrix formalism. Make sure you understand it, i.e. by reading a textbook
about it. I recommend doing all the proofs that I skipped, e.g.

7) Do the beam splitter model calculation on your own. I skipped many little
calculation steps. Make sure you understand what is going on.
8) Make sure you understand Fermi‘s golden rule, e.g. by looking it up in a textbook.
9) Calculate the decay rate constant using Fermi‘s golden rule.
10) Derive the stationary solution of the optical Bloch equations, i.e.

Exercises
11) Numerically solve optical Bloch equations for a sudden switch-on of the laser
field. This exercise is not as important as the others.
12) Verify that the optical Bloch equations in Bloch vector form correspond to the
ones we gave for the entries of the density matrix, see slide introducing

Make sure you understand what this equation describes. Deriving it is optional.
13) Determine stationary Bloch vector (if you want, you could redo my mathematica
demo or take a look at its code to understand how it works)
14) Calculate spectrum of sinuosidally intensity modulated laser beam (Mollow triplet).

Ultracold Quantum Gases
Part 1

Making and Probing
Bose-condensed Gases
Lecture 4

Florian Schreck
University of Amsterdam

Overview of course
Lecture 1:

Lecture 5:
Atomic beam oven
Zeeman slower
Magneto-optical trap
Technology for laser cooling

Ultracold quantum gases:
What? Why? How?
Labtour

Lecture 2:

Lecture 6:

Atom-laser interaction
Bloch sphere

Optical dipole trap
Magnetic trap
Trap technology
Evaporative cooling
Characterizing a BEC

Lecture 3:
Dressed state picture
Optical Bloch equations
Detecting an ultracold gas

Lecture 7:

Lecture 4:
Light forces
Molasses cooling
Sisyphus cooling

Today

Characterizing a BEC
Our research:
- Laser cooling to BEC
- Building a continuous atom laser

Lecture notes and additional study material available on blackboard.
Questions: schreck@StrontiumBEC.com

Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

EM vacuum

Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

This lecture

Step 1: internal state evolution
For now: position of atom fixed.

The laser beam

The atom

coupling

The field modes

coupling

Step 1a: only laser beam and atom:
only absorption from laser beam and
stimulated emission into that beam
no spontaneous emission

Last two lecture

Bloch sphere picture & dressed state picture
Step 1b: include EM field modes:
also spontaneous emission

optical Bloch equations

Last lecture

Stationary solution
Differential equation for population difference

stationary solution

with
saturation parameter

on-resonance
saturation parameter

saturation intensity

lifetime of excited state

For very high laser intensity (

) excited state population saturates

Photon scattering rate:
with
power broadened linewidth

Scattering rate and phase shift
scattering rate

detuning

Bloch vector
Bloch vector can also be defined for density matrix:
is hermitian (

)

and has trace 1
(

only three real parameters)

can be written as sum of Pauli matrices:

As before: field vector

Optical Bloch equations:

;

,
: real and
imaginary part of
;
Rabi frequency

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
see Mathematica demo
high intensity

medium intensity

low intensity

Spontaneous emission never allows you to reach an excited state population of more than 50%.
The stronger you drive, the less coherent the stationary state becomes (blue arrow becomes shorter).

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
red detuned

nearly on resonance

blue detuned

phase shift in dependence of detuning, just as discussed before

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
red detuned

nearly on resonance

blue detuned

Harmonic oscillator picture

scattering rate

ion core

radiation
damping

driving electric field
valence
electron
detuning

Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

EM vacuum

Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

This lecture

Two types of forces
Before calculation, can we already guess parts of result by combining knowledge about laser
cooling and trapping from lecture 1 and atom-light interactions developed in lectures 2-3?

Momentum change by absorption
and spontaneous emission

Optical dipole force
E-field of laser

hk

atom, polarized by E-field
experiencing energy shift by E-field

infrared laser beam

trapped atomic cloud

Stationary state on Bloch sphere
red detuned

nearly on resonance

blue detuned

Now compare to this slide
and tell me under which
conditions each of these
laser forces will act.

Harmonic oscillator picture

scattering rate

ion core

radiation
damping

driving electric field
valence
electron
detuning

Two types of forces
Before calculation, can we already guess parts of result by combining knowledge about laser
cooling and trapping from lecture 1 and atom-light interactions developed in lectures 2-3?

Momentum change by absorption
and spontaneous emission

Optical dipole force
E-field of laser

atom, polarized by E-field
experiencing energy shift by E-field

hk

infrared laser beam

trapped atomic cloud

•

only strong near resonant

•

only strong far from resonance

•

90° phase shift between driving
field and atomic dipole
no momentum kick for absortion and
stimulated emission from and to plane wave

•
•

0° or 180° phase shift between
driving field and atomic dipole
at 90° energy shift zero

•

force from potential gradient

•

Calculation of force
laser beams

atom

EM vacuum

Assumption:
all laser beams have the same frequency
Step 2a:
calculate force for stationary atom
Step 2b:
calculate force for moving atom

Force on stationary atom
atom

laser beam
Force given by Ehrenfest theorem:

and
Proof of

:

Position state basis, 1D, for all

:

commute

part is zero

Force on stationary atom
=0
since atom spontaneously emits with
same likelihood into direction
and

In rotating frame with rotating wave approximation:
;

;
e- coordinate
not acting on this

Force on stationary atom

in-phase component
Bloch vector component that is
in-phase with driving field

quadrature component
Bloch vector component that is
90° phase shifted to driving field

;

;
phase gradient
amplitude gradient

;

Force by single laser beam
laser beam

atom

;

Remarks:
•

each absorption-spontaneous emission cycle transfers momentum

•

maximum acceleration

e.g.

Force from standing wave
laser beam

atom

intensity

standing wave
z

Potential of light field
This force can be expressed as originating from a potential

with

for standing wave:
This „dipole“ potential is the light shift discussed before.
Remarks:
•

E-field polarizes atom. Electric dipole of atom experiences energy shift in E-field.

•

for laser frequency below atomic resonance (red detuned dipole potential):
induced dipole and E-field in phase

•

energy lowered

for laser frequency above atomic resonance (blue detuned dipole potential):
induced dipole and E-field have opposite phase

energy increased

Large detuning limit
This force can be expressed as originating from a potential

with

Dipole potential & scattering rate
For large detuning

:

Unfortunately there is still off-resonant scattering of photons:

But luckily

By increasing the intensity and the detuning,
we can keep the potential depth constant,
and reduce the photon scattering rate!
Example:
:

Nd:YAG laser:

Gaussian beam:

Potential:
Lossrate:
Lifetime:

Force on moving atom
laser beam

atom

Simple treatment:
consider frequency of laser beam shifted by Doppler effect
with

for low intensity:

Laser always accelerates atom in the direction of laser.
Atom is not cooled to zero velocity.

Cooling of atom
+

atom

laser beam

Two laser beams of low intensity in opposite directions (1D treatment,
with

):

Damping force
Detuning:

laser from left

Influence in range:

both lasers

laser from right

too small detuning:
small forces for all velocities
optimum detuning for
strong damping forces

but barely influencing fast atoms

stronger detuning allows to
influence faster atoms

but less forces on slow atoms

Increasing the capture range
Detuning:

two frequency components in laser from left
all lasers and
frequency components

optimum detuning for
strong damping forces

two frequency components in laser from right

and influencing fast atoms!

Damping coefficient
+

atom

laser beam

Two laser beams of low intensity in opposite directions (1D treatment,

):

with
Assume Doppler shift much smaller than linewidth:
can be rewritten as damping force:

Damped motion:
Velocity reduction!
Damping coefficient

maximum for

e.g.

,

,

Cooling!
:

More precise calculation
More precise calculation:
Develop Bloch vector in first order in

.

Insert into Bloch equations and find stationary Bloch vector, now also in dependence of
Calculate force using this Bloch vector.
Interpretation of result:
Because of motion, atomic polarization lags behind the value a stationary atom would
acquire at a certain position.
This gives rise to velocity dependent force.

.

Calculation strategy
laser beams
trajectory of atom

atom

EM vacuum

Step 1:
consider position of atom fixed and describe internal evolution of atom
Step 2:
calculate force using the knowledge of the internal dynamics

Goals of the next three lectures
Understand laser cooling and trapping
Questions we want to answer:
•
•
•
•

How does laser cooling work?
How cold can we get?
What are the optimal parameters for experiments?
Can we find improved schemes to get even colder?

• How does laser trapping work?
• How dense can we get?
• What limits the timespan for which we can trap atoms?
On our way to answering these questions, we‘ll also learn
• some general quantum mechanics (electron in EM field, density matrix)
• some quantum optics (Bloch sphere, optical Bloch equations)
• about Brownian motion
• how atomic clocks work (Ramsey spectroscopy)

Cooling limit
Damping force

leads to velocity reduction

.

What limits this reduction?
Momentum diffusion by discreteness of momentum transfer.

For simplicity: discussion in 1D :

photons have either momentum

or

Absorption from one beam leads to momentum change
, giving rise to
momentum diffusion. (We neglect the momentum kick from spontaneous emission.)
This diffusion is counteracted by laser cooling.
In equilibrium, a distribution with finite momentum spread is attained,
corresponding to a certain temperature.

.

Cooling limit
For simplicity:
only one cooling beam pair:
absorbtion changes momentum by either
neglect recoil from emitted photon.

or

.

The result is a random walk, which leads to momentum diffusion.

Cooling limit
This momentum diffusion is counteracted by laser cooling.

Close to zero momentum the cooling force is approximately linear with momentum:

Laser cooling
Random walk without restoring force

Random walk with restoring force

characteristic, finite width

Temperature!

Mathematical description
Momentum distribution of atoms at time

described by

Be

in timestep

the probability to jump by

Change of momentum distribution during timestep

.
if atom initially has momentum

.

Differential equation
(*)

Assume

. Taylor expansion of

Insert into (*), reorder, divide by

:

Determination of
is the probability of jumping anywhere during time

.

We are only interested in region close to zero momentum.

We can approximate the number of jumps by the scattering rate at zero momentum times

.

Differential equation
(*)

Assume

. Taylor expansion of

Insert into (*), reorder, divide by

:

Stationary solution

Stationary solution

Ansatz

:

solves differential equation.

Doppler temperature
Stationary solution

corresponds to a Boltzman distribution

Therefore the temperature of the gas is well defined and

3D calculation gives:

Temperature minimum reached for

:

This temperature is called the Doppler temperature.

Molasses cooling
Use pairs of laser beams in three ~orthogonal directions:

atoms experience strong friction forces in
every direction, just as something moving
through a molasses (sugar syrup).
therefore name: 3D „molasses“

Examples

Energy conservation
If we cool a cloud of atoms, where does the energy go?
Energy and momentum conservation during cooling
Example:

Photon carries energy away!

Entropy
If we cool a cloud of atoms, the entropy of the cloud decreases.
Where does the entropy go?
A laser is a low entropy source of photons.
During laser cooling, photons are scattered into random directions.
The outgoing photons contain a lot of entropy!
Overall, Doppler cooling increases total entropy a lot.

Stimulated emission would not increase entropy, since photon coherently goes into
other laser mode.
Spontaneous emission absolutely necessary for cooling.

A surprise discovery
Everything discussed was known in 1988 and first laser cooling experiments took
place in the labs of Steven Chu (Stanford) and Bill Phillips (NIST).
Bill Phillips group measured the temperature of a cloud of Na atoms after time-of-flight:
Doppler temperature of sodium:

PRL 61, 169 (1988)

Measured temperature:
© www.nobelprize.org

Temperature in dependence of detuning
Prediction

This is strange!!!
And way better than expected!

What is going on?
Jean Dalibard, Claude Cohen-Tannoudji and Steven Chu found the answer.
Ingredient 1: the multilevel structure of real atoms
Example:
J=1/2 to J=3/2 transition

e-3/2

1

e-1/2

e+1/2

2/3 1/3 1/3 2/3

e+3/2

1

polarization required
to drive transition
(angular momentum
conservation):

s- p s+
g-1/2

g+1/2

line strength
(Clebsch-Gordan squared)

Cooling laser polarization
Ingredient 2: Variation of polarization in space

linear

s-

E-fields of both laser
beams in phase

linear

s+

linear

E-fields of both laser
beams 90° out of phase

Similar for s-polarized counterpropagating beams.

s-

Light shifts
Light shifts depend on internal state and polarization of light
e-3/2

e-1/2

1

2/3

e+1/2

1/3

1/3

g-1/2

e+3/2

2/3

1

g+1/2

g+1/2 : strong shift in presence of s+ light, since strongly coupled by s+ transition

g-1/2 : strong shift in presence of s- light, since strongly coupled by s- transition

Since polarization depends on position, light shift depends on state and position:
linear

s-

linear

s+

linear

for red detuned light:

light shift U

Ug-1/2

Ug+1/2

s-

Optical pumping
e-3/2

e-1/2

e+1/2

e+3/2

s+
g-1/2

g+1/2

For s+-polarized light, repeated absorptionemission cycles lead to pumping of the atoms
into the g+1/2 state.

e-3/2

e-1/2

e+1/2

g-1/2

g+1/2

e+3/2

s-

And into g-1/2 for s--polarized light.

Cooling
Putting it all together:

e+1/2

e-1/2

e-1/2

2) Atom happens to move
right and climbs hill.

Ug+1/2

1) Lot‘s of s + light here.
Therfore strong shift on g+1/2.

Ug-1/2
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3) Lot‘s of s - light here.
Therfore strong shift of g-1/2
and optical pumping from g+1/2 to g-1/2

Atom looses kinetic energy every time it climbs a hill

Sisyphus cooling!

Sisyphus cooling force

Metcalf & van der Straten

Limits of Sisyphus cooling
•

Atom emits a photon each Sisyphus cycle:
recoil temperature limit:

•

Process stops working when atomic wavepacket larger than lattice well.

•

In praxis limited to 10…100x recoil temperature.

•

Sophisticated methods can overcome the recoil limit,
but still not cool to quantum degeneracy.
Examples:
- Resolved sideband cooling
- Raman sideband cooling
- velocity selective coherent population trapping (VSCPT)

Exercises
As usual, start by making sure you understood the lecture. Go over the slides and think
through them again.
To simulate the oral exam, imagine how you would explain the principles of laser cooling
and trapping to a friend studying physics, but not taking my class. Here a few topics that
you might want to explain.
1) What are the basic three processes of atom light interaction?
2) How can you laser cool? Describe an optical molasses (beam configuration,
frequencies, approximate intensities, working principle). Where do energy and entropy
go? What is the capture velocity and how can you increase it?
3) What is the limit of laser cooling? Which two processes are working against each
other? What is the lowest temperature you can reach by Doppler cooling?
4) How does Sisyphus cooling work?

Exercises
Here an example of a question for the written part of the exam. You can use all material
you want (besides internet and talking with each other) to answer the questions.
5) Atomic clocks

Ultracold Quantum Gases
Part 1

Making and Probing
Bose-condensed Gases
Lecture 5

Florian Schreck
University of Amsterdam

Overview of course
Lecture 1:

Lecture 5:

Ultracold quantum gases:
What? Why? How?
Labtour

Lecture 2:
Atom-laser interaction
Bloch sphere

Lecture 3:
Dressed state picture
Optical Bloch equations
Detecting an ultracold gas

Lecture 4:
Light forces
Molasses cooling
Sisyphus cooling

Atomic beam oven
Zeeman slower
Magneto-optical trap
Technology for laser cooling

Today

Lecture 6:
Optical dipole trap
Magnetic trap
Trap technology
Evaporative cooling
Characterizing a BEC

Lecture 7:
Characterizing a BEC
Our research:
- Laser cooling to BEC
- Building a continuous atom laser

Lecture notes and additional study material available on blackboard.
Questions: schreck@StrontiumBEC.com

Creating a quantum gas
Phase-space density:

d

We need
1) High density
For BEC:

2) Low temperature

1) High density
Free atoms are not the ground-state of the system:
3-body recombination
G3-body ~ n2

Limit density such that decay timescale longer than experiment of interest.
Typical density:

n ~ 1014 cm-3

(Density of air: n ~ 1019 cm-3)

Let‘s try to make a BEC by compressing a gas of Li atoms liberated from a chunk
of Li metal by heating it in a vacuum chamber. The ground state of Li at low
temperature is such a chunk of metal. A cloud of Li gas is only metastable and
will eventually form a chunk of metal again. The smallest chunk of metal is a
Li_2 molecule. Luckily this molecule cannot form in a collision of two atoms
because of energy and momentum conservation. If two atoms form a molecule, a
lot of binding energy is liberated, which will be converted into kinetic energy.
This means the molecule will fly away fast in one direction. We also need to
conserve momentum. Therefore something else needs to fly away in the opposite
direction to the molecule. This can for example be another atom. That means, a
molecule can only form if at least three atoms collide with each other. The rate at
which this process happens scales with the density squared, since the likelihood
of one atom encountering another atom scales with the density and then this pair
of atoms has to collide with a third atom, which again scales as the density. This
means by limiting the density, we can slow down 3-body recombination. 3-body
recombination is one of the most severe limitations of ultracold quantum gas
experiments. We always need to limit the density of our gas to a value where 3body recombination is slower than the timescale of the experiment we are
interested in, which can be anything from 0.1ms to 10s. Typically our quantum
gases do not exceed a density of 10^14 atoms/cm^3, which leads to a lifetime of
~10s. Compare this to the density of molecules in air of 10^19 mol/cm^3. We are
5 orders of magnitude less dense.

2) Low temperature
Phase-space density:

d

We need
1) High density
For BEC:

n ~ 1014 cm-3

2) Low temperature
T ~ 1µK … 10nK

Now take this density (10^14 at/cm^3) as our limit and calculate the required
temperature for BEC. We obtain 1µK…10nK in dependence of the mass of the
atom. This temperature range cannot be reached with a normal fridge, a dilution
fridge or a demagnetisation fridge.

From a chunk of metal to a BEC
Experimental sequence
1) Evaporation of metal atoms
2) Laser cooling (Zeeman slower / MOT)

~15s

3) Optical pumping to trappable state

0.1ms

4) Capture in conservative trap
5) Evaporative cooling

~10s

6) Quantum gas experiment

1ms…10s

7) Detection

Duration: between 1s and 60s, depending on machine

The creation of a BEC of ultracold atoms proceeds in stages that are executed one
after the other. Here is the sequence of stages with their typical duration. From
one stage to the next, typically laser beams and magnetic fields are are switched
on or off, and during the stages electromagnetic fields (laser beams,
radiofrequency and microwave fields, magnetic fields) are ramped in intensity or
frequency. Usually the stages are mutually exclusive and cannot be executed at
the same time.

Experimental realization
Experimental
realization

Here is a photo of the vacuum chamber in which our experiment takes place.

Vacuum chamber

figure: Simon Stellmer‘s PhD thesis

Here you see a CAD drawing of the same vacuum chamber. We will take a closer
look at many of the components.

The need for good vacuum
Residual molecules in vacuum chamber can collide with atoms in ultracold gas and kick them out of the
ultracold cloud.
Sources of residual gas in the vacuum chamber:
the oven, dirt (e.g. oil on the walls), air entering through leaks, hydrogen degassing from the steel walls,
helium diffusing through glass windows.
For ultracold gas to have 1/e-lifetime of tens of seconds, we need a residual gas pressure lower than
10-11 mbar, which is called ultrahigh vacuum (UHV).
To obtain such a low pressure we
• construct the vacuum chamber from materials that outgas very little (glas, steel)
• clean the inside of the vacuum chamber very well before usage
• continuously remove molecules that enter the volume of the vacuum chamber

Standard vacuum chamber parts
ConFlat (CF) flange
oxygen free copper gasket
squeezed in between circular
steel knifeedges to make seal
sev-vacuum.com

To easily create ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chambers, the ConFlat industry
standard was developed. On the figure you see a selection of standard parts. The
seal between two vacuum parts is created by squeezing a copper ring in between
two circular „knife edges“ that deform the copper when tightening the screws that
hold two ConFlat flanges together. The deformation of the metal creates a seal
that is tight on the molecular scale. This seal can also survive large temperature
changes, if the temperature changes with less than 10°C/hour. Copper gaskets can
only be used one time. (When tightening the screws, alternate betewwn screws on
opposite sites of the flange and tighten only by half a turn each time. For
applications that require more then 350°C, nickel gaskets are used. If a flange
that needs baking at high temperature needs to be opened again, it is a good idea
to use silver coated screws and gaskets, because those will not stick to the steel
after baking and come loose easily. To save money you can also smear ceramic
paste on the screws instead of using silver coated ones. The ceramic particles in
that paste will also hinder the screw to stick to its nut.)

Valves
Gate valve

Angle valve

pchemlabs.com

Feedthroughs
Mechanical feedthrough: e.g. wobble stick

flexible bellow, allows transfer of motion of stick
into vacuum chamber
Electrical feedthrough

Custom vacuum chambers

Kimball Physics
huntvac.com

For the central part of your vacuum chamber, you often are very restricted in
space and cannot use standard parts. You can design any chamber you like and let
a company manufacture it for you. These chambers are surprisingly cheap, just a
few thousand euros.

Glass vacuum parts
Glass cells

Precision Glassblowing

Window

Lesker

Sometimes you don‘t want to use a metal chamber, e.g. because it blocks optical
access or because metal chambers are conductive and allow currents to be
induced in them when rapidly changing magnetic fields („eddy currents“). Glass
cells might be a solution. Their disadvantage is that they are fragile and, if a good
optical quality of the glass surfaces is required, quite expensive. On the photos
you see that the glass connection tube between the metal part and the actual glass
cell is quite long. The reason for that is the difference in the thermal expansion
coefficient of optical quality glass and the one of steel. To match these
coefficients, rings of different glass types are molten to each other such that the
thermal expansion coefficient of the glass gradually changes from a value close
to the one of the metal tube to the one of optical quality glass. The glass connects
to a metal oxide layer on the metal. Glass powder („frit“) is placed between the
metal oxide and the glass, then everything is heated to melt the glass powder,
making a seal.

temperature
controllers
residual gas analyzer and
temperature controller
readout

chamber wrapped in heating
cables and aluminium foil
heat insulation

Creating a good vacuum
Clean inner surface with aceton to remove oil.
Steel contains hydrogen, which continuously outgases,
significantly increasing pressure in vacuum chamber.
Heat chamber under vacuum to 300°C for two weeks
to increase diffusion of hydrogen out of steel and deplete
inner layer of chamber from hydrogen.
After cooldown, much less hydrogen outgassing.
While installing fragile parts that cannot be heated to 300°C
(e.g. windows), the chamber is exposed to air, resulting in a
layer of H2O, N2, etc. on the inside of vacuum chamber.
To remove that layer, the chamber is heated again for two
weeks to 180°C.

prepump and
turbo pump

A well baked chamber:
steel has oxidized and
changed color

Bakeout

Prepump
First pumping stage, reaches 10-3 mbar, e.g. rotary pump

vacuubrand

vacaero

To create a vacuum, a series of pumps is used, each suitable for a different range
of pressures.

Turbo molecular pump
Second pumping stage, reaches 10-8 mbar

Wikipedia

Blades move at several 100m/s, comparable to speed of
molecules, giving them kick to output port.

Pfeiffer
Osaka Vacuum

Turbo molecular pump

vacuum-guide

Titan sublimation pump
At 10-11 mbar the mean free path between collissions is on the order of several km. Gas molecules just
bounce from wall to wall individually.
Pump can not „suck“ the molecules out of the chamber as you could do with liquids.
We can remove molecules from the volume of the vacuum chamber by making them chemically react and
therefore stick to a suitable substance on the walls.
Clean titanium is highly reactive and well suited for this.

current feedthroughs
to heat filament and deposit fresh titanium on wall
whenever most titanium on wall has reacted with
pumped gas
titanium filament,
sublimates Ti when heated

titanium film
deposited on walls

Oven chamber

Titanium sublimation pumps

Ion pump
Titanium can not pump noble gases since those do not chemically react.
Ion pump can pump all gases and is often used in combination with titanium sublimation pump
Design: vacuum chamber with multiple anode cells and cathode walls, surrounded by magnets

marriott.tistory

Operation principle
Electric field between anode and cathode ionizes atoms and
molecules. Ions accelerated by field hit the cathod, which buries them
there and sputters the cathod material (tantalum or titanium) onto all
surfaces, burying molecules and atoms on the walls and creating a
fresh sticky surface, similar to a titanium sublimation pump.
Electrons perform cyclotron orbits in the magnetic field, thereby
staying in the vacuum chamber longer, before hitting the anode.
Electrons can hit other gas atoms or molecules and ionize those,
increasing the pumping speed.
nau.edu

Finding leaks
Big leaks: spray aceton over chamber and look for changes in pressure or turbo pump rotation rate.
Small leaks: spray helium from small needle onto suspicious location of vacuum chamber. If hole exists,
helium will enter and nearly instantly be detected by a mass spectrometer attached to the chamber.
Mass spectrometer
aka residual gas analyzer (RGA)
aka helium leak detector

SRS

Working principle
Electron beam ionizes atoms and molecules. Ions are accelerated and fly through quadrupole mass filter. A
combination of static and alternating electric quadrupole fields allows only ions with certain value of e/m to
pass through quadrupole mass filter to ion detector.
Mass spectrometer can also help to identify dirt in chamber (Is it oil? Is it air?), or to measure pressure.
Mass spectrum of air
If you measure this after baking the chamber, you
have a leak somewhere.
bnl.gov

Experimental
realization
Creating
an atomic
beam

atomic beam
from oven

Here is a photo of the vacuum chamber in which our experiment takes place. On
the left an oven creates an atomic beam propagating to the right.

Atomic beam oven

Sr metal under
inert atmosphere
(alkalis and alkalineearths react with air)

Oven:
steel tube, heated such
that sufficient metal vapor
pressure is reached
(Rb: 100°C, Sr: 600°C)

The atomic beam originates from an oven.

Nozzle:
Heated tube or tube bundle.
Atoms that happen to fly along
direction of nozzle form atomic
beam that travels through
vacuum chamber

Oven design

figure: Eric Wille‘s PhD thesis

A CAD drawing of the central part of the oven vacuum chamber shown on the
photo on the previous slide. Only the top 1/3 section of the oven is used. The
remaining 2/3 in this specific oven serve to let atomic beams of other atomic
species pass. The reservoir tube filled with the species from which the atomic
beam is created is attached to the top. (Since the oven is heated to 600°C, we use
nickel gaskets instead of the usual copper gaskets to create a air tight seals
between all elements of the oven.)

Oven insulation

Oven needs to be carefully insulated. We don‘t want hot air near our optics (convection, size change
from changing temperatures).

We insulate the oven with ceramic fibre and enclose it in a box. This box is
enclosed with yet another box and air is circulated in between the two boxes to
assure that the outer box is at room temperature. The air heated by the flow
through the box is guided through the white tubes to a place were it doesn‘t
disturb. The wires going to the oven connect to heating elements (thermocoax)
and thermocouple temperature sensors.

Vapor pressure curve
Vapor pressure increases quickly with temperature

Rb

typical pressure range
to operate oven:
~10-4…10-3 mbar
requires
~100°C for Rb
~600°C for Sr

© Dan Steck

Velocity distribution
Velocity distribution

Rb, 150°C
Sr, 600°C

Beam from hot sample faster and therefore more difficult to slow down.

Why

scaling?

Velocity distribution

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution

because of density of states.

Volume from which atoms with velocity
escape in time
The dependence of the volume from which
atoms escape the oven provides an additional
factor in the flux of escaping atoms.

oven with hole

Experimental realization
Experimental
realization

Fluorescence of strontium
atomic beam

Transversal velocity spread
Extreme paths of atoms escaping nozzle
without touching wall.
Can serve as rough estimation for
divergence of atomic beam.

nozzle
gas
Atomic beam is not perfectly collimated.
Atoms have transverse velocity.
After traveling through vacuum chamber, this
can lead to a large diameter of the atomic
beam, with atoms lost on e.g. the walls.

Transversal cooling
Use molasses to transversally cool beam

sucessfully cooled

Example:

retroreflection mirror
of molasses beam

Atom with transversal velocity
beyond capture velocity of
molasses.

increase of flux at center of beam after time-of-flight:
Total increase of flux obtained by averaging over all velocity classes is in the range of 3..10.

Fine and hyperfine structure
Angular momenta in 87Rb:
•

valence electron spin

•

valence electron orbital angular momentum

•

nuclear spin

Fine structure
e.g. electron magnetic moment in
magnetic field from orbital motion

[Kr].5p1

[Kr].5s1

Hyperfine structure
e.g. nuclear magnetic moment in
magnetic field of electron

Repumping
Challenge:

Solution:

For alkali atoms, using only one laser cooling frequency
leads to optical pumping into dark state:
87Rb

Always use second frequency,
resonant with dark state: repump laser

structure

87Rb

structure

off-resonant
excitation of
F‘=2 state

main cooling
transition

1:1000 probability per
absorption-emission
cycle to spontaneously
decay into F=1 state

F=1 state is dark. Because of 6.8GHz
detuning it essentially cannot be
excited by laser cooling light.

main cooling
transition

repump
transition

Repump laser pumps atoms back
into MOT cooling cycle.

Oven chamber
ion pump

titan sublimation
pumps

gate valve

bellow

transversal
cooling

figure: Simon Stellmer‘s PhD thesis

Oven chamber
pumps
valve

transversal
oven cooling section
differential
pumping tubes

mechanical
beam shutter

Atoms escaping the oven under a big angle cannot pass the differential pumping tubes and
eventually end up sticking to the wall or in the vacuum pumps.
The valve is closed when the oven is refilled with new material in order to protect the main
vacuum chamber.
The shutter protects the main vacuum chamber from the atomic beam at times the atomic
beam is not needed, e.g. to improve vacuum quality in main chamber.

Oven chamber

Experimental
realization
Zeeman slower

atomic beam
from oven

Zeeman slower

Zeeman slower
laser beam

Now we take a closer look at the Zeeman slower, which slows the atomic beam
from a few hundred meters per second to a few ten meters per second, using a
near-resonant laser beam that is counter-propagating to the atomic beam.

Slowing of atomic beam

slowing laser
oven

atomic beam
resonance condition
considering Doppler effect:

P(v)
for Rb:

v

Moving atoms see the frequency of the laser beam Doppler shifted.

Slowing of atomic beam

slowing laser
oven

atomic beam
resonance condition
considering Doppler effect:

P(v)
for Rb:

v

Only atoms within a small interval of velocities see the slowing laser beam at a
frequency that is close enough to the atomic resonance to allow for a significant
amount of light scattering and therefore slowing. Most atoms are unaffected by
the laser beam.

Zeeman effect

In order to slow atoms with other velocity classes, we exploit the Zeeman effect.
The energy levels of the atom are shifted by an applied magnetic field. As an
example we show in this graph the energy levels of an atom with an S=0 ground
state and no nuclear spin, e.g. 84Sr.

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam
resonance condition
considering Doppler and
Zeeman effect:

P(v)

v

We apply a magnetic field to the atoms. The resonance condition now includes
Doppler effect and Zeeman effect. The laser frequency is adjusted such that
atoms with a high velocity, the capture velocity of the Zeeman slower, are in
resonance with the laser beam at the magnetic field at the entrance of the slower.
These atoms are decelerated. Being slower, the Doppler shift decreases and at the
initial magnetic field the atoms are out of resonance with the laser.

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam
resonance condition
considering Doppler and
Zeeman effect:

P(v)

v

While they were decelerated, the atoms propagate forwards. The slower atoms
are not any longer at the entrance of the Zeeman slower. We can exploit that and
adjust the magnetic field at their new location such that the sower atoms are in
resonance with the laser beam.

Zeeman slowing

magnetic field coils
oven

slowing laser

atomic beam
resonance condition
considering Doppler and
Zeeman effect:

P(v)

v

Using an adequately shaped magnetic field profile, we can decelarate atoms to
the desired end velocity. Atoms that escape the oven at a velocity that is lower
than the capture velocity of the Zeeman slower propagate through the slower
unaffected by the laser beam until they reach the location at which their velocity
comes into resonance. In this way atoms with all velocities in between capture
velocity and desired end velocity are decelerated to this end velocity.

Zeeman slower
Deceleration:
Example: Rb

Resonance condition considering Doppler and Zeeman effect:

for Rb:
Field profile:

Let‘s determine a suitable magnetic field profile for the Zeeman slower. We only
need to calculate the magnitude of the magentic field. The direction is less
important. In Zeeman slowers using electromagnetic field coils, the B-field points
along direction of the slower.
An important input parameter for our calculation is the maximum deceleration
that we can achieve. At infinite light intensity, we can slow by one recoil (\hbar
k) every two lifetimes of the excited state. At saturation intensity it‘s half of that.
In order to be able to tolerate deviations of the magnetic field from the optimal
shape, we‘ll even assume less, and encode that into the parameter \eta.

Capture velocity
length
(m)

Rb
capture velocity

Sr

Zeeman slower has finite length
~1 m

Rb, 150°C
Sr, 600°C

Only a fraction of Rb distribution
emanating from the oven can be
slowed, but nearly the whole Sr
distribution.

Here we plot the length required for a Zeeman slower over the capture velocity of
the slower for Rb and Sr and \eta=0.5. For a slower that is 1m long, we can slow
most of the thermal distribution of Sr, but less than half of Rb, despite the lower
temperature required to evaporate Rb.

It‘s pay time
We have to pay for this great deceleration:
•

a strong magnetic field since

•

a lot of photons

The reason for that is that the Sr laser cooling transition is 30MHz wide, five
times wider than the one of Rb. Therefore we can scatter a lot more photons per
time and decelerate ten times more. To really exploit this benefitial feature of Sr,
we need a lot of laser power and high magnetic fields.

B-field profile

Example: Rb

Chose

B (Gauss)

z (m)

Can you spot a problem with this choice?
v=0 atoms resonant with laser

MOT destroyed

On the photo you see the Zeeman slower coil. It consists of insulated copper wire
that is wound around the Zeeman slower vacuum tube. (To cool this
electromagnet, we use a double walled vacuum chamber and flow water in
between the two walls.)

Two solutions
Offset field slower
B (Gauss)

disadvantage:
requires higher fields
more heating if B-field
created by electromagnet

z (m)

Spin flip slower
B (Gauss)

B-field in opposite direction

z (m)

Spin flip Zeeman slower

Here is the central part of a vacuum chamber for Li and K that we constructed in
Innsbruck. To the right you see the Zeeman slower coil, still wrapped in
aluminium because of the vacuum chamber baking. The spin flip happens in the
region of the bellow, the harmonica like vaccum connection between Zeeman
slower and glass cell.

Spin flip Zeeman slower

Here you see the same system after we installed the second part of the Zeeman
slower coil around the small section of the glass vacuum chamber. Note that this
second field coil is increasing in diameter towards the glass cell where the MOT
will be. This increase in diameter reflects the increasing magnetic field.

Spin flip slower
Spin flip slower
B (Gauss)

B-field in opposite direction

z (m)

atomic beam

B-field direction
in first coil
s- helicity of beam
induces s+ transitions
using this B-field direction
as quantization axis

B-field direction
in second coil
s - helicity of beam
induces s - transitions
using this B-field direction
as quantization axis

slowing beam
with s- helicity
Polarization determines angular
momentum of excited state atoms

The name „spin flip“ Zeeman slower refers to the change in orientation of the
angular momentum of the excited state atom with respect to the magnetic field
direction. I find the name a bit misleading, because in the labframe this angular
momentum direction does not change. The angular momentum is tranferred from
the circularly polarized laser beam onto the atom.

Zeeman effect

second coil

first coil

In Zeeman level diagrams usually the B-field magnitude is plotted. Since the
direction of the B-field flips between the first and the second coil, the transitions
driven by the laser change from sigma+ to sigma-. This gurantees the correct
change of energy of the excited atomic state with position throughout the whole
Zeeman slower.

Transversal heating
Photon recoil of spontaneously emitted photons leads to random walk of atom
momentum in the radial direction.
Example: Rb
# photons:

This adds to transversal velocity left over after transversal cooling.
At the end of the Zeeman slower, the atoms travel longitudinally slower, but
transversally faster.
• don‘t decelerate too much
trumpet effect
• place MOT as close as you can to end of ZS
beam
radius

z

Experimental
realization
Zeeman slower

atomic beam
from oven

Zeeman slower

Zeeman slower
laser beam

Molasses cooling
Use pairs of laser beams in three ~orthogonal directions:

atoms experience strong friction forces in
every direction, just as something moving
through a molasses (sugar syrup).
therefore name: 3D „molasses“

The atoms travel in free flight from the end of the second Zeeman slower coil to
the centre of the glass vacuum chamber. We shine three pairs of orthogonal laser
beams onto that centre. These laser beams have a frequency a few linewidths
below the atomic transition frequency. If an atom moves against one of these
laser beams, it sees this laser beam Doppler shifted to its transition frequency.
Therefore it will scatter more photons from that laser than from the others and be
slowed down. This slowing of the atom will happen independent of the direction
in which the atom is moving, since it will always move more or less against one
of these six laser beams. This configuration is called an optical molasses, since
the atom is slowed down as if it was moving through a thick molasses (=sugar
syrup). Slowing the atoms of a gas down leads to a temperature reduction of the
gas (it‘s better to speak of the temperature of the gas rather than the temperature
of an atom because temperature is an ensemble average. But sometimes we‘ll
convert an energy into a temperature for convenience, keeping in mind that we
are kind-of misusing the term temperature.). The optical molasses will cool our
gas, but it will not concentrate it at one location.

Magneto-optical trap
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Since we are interested in phase-space density, we do not only want to cool, but
we also want to increase density. Therefore we want to concentrate our gas at
some location. To do this we add a few elements to the molasses setup,
converting it into a magneto-optical trap setup. First we need something to single
out the location at which we want to concentrate the gas. This is done with a pair
of magnetic field coils through which the current runs in countersense, creating a
quadrupole magnetic field. Let‘s take a look at our system along the x-axis.
Using the right-hand rule you can find the B-field lines. From symmetry you find
that the field is zero in the centre and increases in all directions. Along the x-axis,
B_y=B_z=0 and it is sufficient to consider B_x.
Another change we do is to polarize the laser beams circularly as shown.

Magneto-optical trap
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Let us consider the motion of an atom along the x axis. We chose a simple atom,
e.g. Sr, with a J=0 ground state and a J=1 excited state. The ground state has no
magnetic moment. Therefore its energy doesn‘t change with position. The excited
state has orbital angular momentum and therefore a magnetic moment. This state
splits into three m_J states. We chose the x axis as our quantization axis (not the
B-field direction as more usually done). The Zeeman effect then leads to energies
of the three excited m_J states as shown. Note that the m_J=+1 state has a higher
energy if the B-field is parallel to the quantisation axis and a lower energy if it is
antiparallel. The laser beams have the same helicity, their electric field vector
rotates in the same direction if you look along the propagation direction of the
beam. But with respect to our quantization axis, the E-field rotates in opposite
directions. For selection rules the laser propagation direction is irrelevant, only
the time evolution of the E-field at the location of the atoms counts. The laser
beam marked with a green circular arrow adds one unit of angular momentum to
the atom upon absorption, driving the atom from J=0 mJ=0 to J‘=1 mJ‘=+1. The
opposite happens for absorption from the other laser beam.
Imagine now an atom initially in the centre (B_x=0) that slowly drifts to the
right. Initially the red detuned laser beams are out of resonance with any atomic
transition. While the atom drifts to the right, the B-field it experiences increases
and the mJ‘=-1 is lowered in energy. At the location marked by the right red
vertical arrow in the lower graph, the transition to the mJ‘=-1 state is in
resonance. Because of angular momentum selection rules, only photons from the
right laser beam can be absorbed. The momentum kicks from this laser accelerate
the atom to the left, which results in the atom returning to the centre.

If the atom drifts to the left, it will at some point absorb photons from the laser beam
coming from the left, and the atom will also return to the centre.
In reality, the atom can always absorb photons from both laser beams, irrespective where
it is, but the scattering rate of photons coming from the left or the right will differ and lead
to the atoms being pushed to the centre.
At the same time, atoms have the tendency to absorb more photons from a beam against
which they are moving because of the Doppler effect, leading to cooling as described on
the optical molasses slide.

Magneto-optical trap

When trapped in a MOT, atoms constantly scatter photons, they fluoresce. Here
you see the reflection of the fluorescence of a blue Sr MOT in the lower glass
window of a glass vacuum chamber.

Magneto-optical trap
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In the following we determine some of the properties of a MOT, such as it‘s
shape, density and size. Here we express the detuning from the Zeeman shift in
dependence of distance from the MOT centre along the x axis. (By the way, the
gradient along the axis of the MOT coils is half the gradient along the radial
plane.)

MOT shape for low atom number
Zeeman shift in MOT B-field gradient:

Doppler shift from atomic motion:

To determine the force on an atom at a certain location, we need to sum up the
force from the left and right laserbeams on an atom that is standing still at a
certain location and experiences the Zeeman shift at that location. This
calculation is analogous to the one we did to determine the force on a moving
atom.

Damping coefficient
+

atom

laser beam

Two laser beams of low intensity in opposite directions (1D treatment,

):

with
Assume Doppler shift much smaller than linewidth:
can be rewritten as damping force:

Damped motion:
Velocity reduction!
Damping coefficient

maximum for

e.g.

,

,

Cooling!
:

MOT shape for low atom number
Zeeman shift in MOT B-field gradient:

Doppler shift from atomic motion:

From last lecture we know the force on moving atom at zero magnetic field

To find the force on displaced atom in MOT field, but with zero velocity, we replace
by

when deriving the force.

potential
Typically:

Gaussian distribution
For

&

:

We only need to repeat this calculation and use the Zeeman shift instead of the
Doppler shift. We obtain a force that depends linearly on distance from the MOT
centre. The atoms experience a harmonic potential. If we have independent atoms
in a thermal gas, the density distribution will be a Gaussian.

MOT density limit
Photon reabsorption leads to effective repulsive interaction between atoms:

Photon reabsorption

This effect limits the density to typically 1010 atoms/cm3

For large atom number, the interaction between the atoms is significant and
changes the density profile. The interaction comes from multiple scattering of
photons between atoms in the gas. An atom scatters a photon form a laser cooling
beam. The scattered photon is again scattered by another atom. The momentum
kicks experienced by the atoms have in average a component pointing away from
each other. Therefore the atoms experience an effective repulsive interaction,
limiting the density of the gas.

MOT density calculation
6 MOT laser beams
lead to scattering rate

scattered photons get absorbed with fraction
with absorption cross section

creating force

This force looks like Coulomb force on charge
with

To calculate the shape of the MOT and its density, we first find an expression for
that force. Because of the reduction of scattered light intensity with the distance
between the atoms, the force law is ~1/r^2, just as the Coulomb force. For our
further calculation, we can therefore translate our problem into the equivalent
problem in electrostatics and solve it with the theoretical tools that we know from
electrostatics.

Many atoms
MOT atoms interact like charges.
Calculate force on probe charge by all other charges.
Ansatz: homogeneous density distribution inside sphere.
surface used for Gauss theorem

Calculate force using Gauss theorem from electrodynamics:
„E-field“ at place of probe atom:

Force on probe atom:

The atoms experience two types of forces: the forces coming from the laser
cooling beams (leading to the harmonic confining potential) and the repulsive
forces between atoms from multiple scattering of photons. These forces must be
balanced in equilibrium. Let‘s calculate the force on an atom by multiple
scattering. We take as an assumption (that will be validated at the end of the
calculation) that the density distribution of the atoms is homogeneous within a
sphere and zero outside. The corresponding electrostatic problem is a
homogeneous distribution of charges. To determine the force on a charge within
the sphere, we use Gauss‘ theorem.

Balance of forces
Force on probe atom from
other atoms:

Force on probe atom from
MOT lasers:

using

Balance everywhere if

using

which is reached for
(Reached everywhere

assumption of homogeneous sphere ok.)

Example: Rb with

Now we require balance of forces and go back from electrostatics to multiple
scattering. The requirement of force balance is fullfilled for a specific density.
The example uses typical parameters of a Rb MOT. The radius of the MOT can
be calculated from atom number and density within the sphere.

MOT lifetime limit
The MOT lifetime is limited by
• collisions of MOT atoms with the room temperature background gas
• light-assisted collisions
Light-assisted collisions: loss of atoms by molecule production through photo-association
energy

Rb2*
S+P

2) spontaneous
decay into
molecular state

1) excitation
by MOT light

Rb2
S+S
3) molecule out of
resonance with
MOT light
atoms lost from MOT

distance of atomic nuclei

molecular
potentials

Sample preparation strategy
Goals:
create cloud of ultracold atoms with
• large atom number
i.e. good signal to noise from experiments
• high density
i.e. high phase-space density
• low temperature

These three goals are reached one after the other in a time-sequential way.
E.g. for alkalis:

Loading stage (few 10 s):
Operate MOT under conditions of long lifetime (~30 s) and high loading rate (~109 atoms/s).
~1010 atoms accumulated in stationary regime, which is reached on the scale of MOT lifetime.
large detuning, low B-field gradient for high capture velocity and volume.
nice trick: dark spot MOT: do not shine repump light onto centre of MOT
atoms are pumped into dark state in centre of MOT. Reduces loss rate and increases density.

Compression stage (few 10ms):
Ramp MOT operation parameters to conditions under which the density is optimized.
The ramp is executed on the timescale of the MOT dynamics (~10ms).
MOT lifetime under these conditions is short (~10 ms)
low detuning, low repump intensity, high B-field gradient

Cooling stage (few ms):
Ramp MOT operation parameters to best Sisyphus cooling conditions.
The ramp is executed on the timescale of the MOT cooling dynamics (~1ms).
Density distribution has no time to change.
low laser intensity, high detuning, no B-field

Optical pumping
Goals:
Pump atom to desired internal state or state mixture
Optical pumping stage (~0.1 ms):
Typically first mF state pumping
Then 10µs F state pumping by switching either main or repump laser off.
Example:
pumping into F=3/2 mF=3/2 state

For s-polarized light, repeated
absorption-emission cycles lead to
pumping of the atoms into extreme
mF state.

Typical performance
(strongly dependent on element and cooling transition)

Flux of atoms captured in MOT: ~109 atomes per second
Number of atoms in MOT in stationary regime: up to ~1010
Temperature:
Li: 0.4mK (without Sisyphus cooling, which for Li requires additional tricks)
Rb: 30µK (because of Sisyphus cooling)
Sr on red cooling transition: 0.4µK (Doppler cooling with narrow linewidth)
Density:
Alkalis: ~1010 atoms/cm3
Sr on red cooling transition: 1012 atoms/cm3
Phase-space density:
Alkalis: ~10-5
Alkali with Raman sideband cooling: 0.03.
Sr on red cooling transition, levitated in dipole trap: 0.1

We need additional techniques to obtain quantum gas

Obtaining high phase-space density
The common technique is evaporative cooling.

This technique requires us to first trap atoms without near-resonant light,
which would heat the sample too much.

Magneto-optical trap
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Magneto-optical trap

So far we have looked in detail at how a MOT is created. Because of spontaneous
scattering of photons it is not trivial to create a quantum gas in a laser cooled
cloud of atoms. Therefore most quantum gas experiments switch the MOT lasers
off before creating the quantum gas and…
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Now we‘ll take a look at the technology needed to create an ultracold quantum
gas. Here is an overview of a typical laser system used to create the laser cooling
light. We need laser beams for transversal cooling, Zeeman slower, MOT, optical
pumping and absorption imaging. These beams have frequencies that differe by
up to ~500MHz, but all close to the laser cooling transition used. We need to be
able to control the laser beam intensity and frequency dynamically by a
computer.
The starting point of the laser system is a master laser that produces a small
amount of light (~30mW) at a specific frequency close to the atomic transition.
The laser‘s frequency is actively stabilized through spectroscopy and an
electronic feedback loop. The light of the master laser is amplified and then
distributed to several beam paths. In each beam path one or several acoustooptical modulators allow us to change frequency and intensity of the light.
Finally the laser beams are sent to the vacuum chamber through optical fibres.
You can find more information on the components of such systems on wikipedia,
optics books or
http://laser.physics.sunysb.edu/~bazmoun/RbSpectroscopy/
https://www.rp-photonics.com/encyclopedia.html

© wikipedia.com
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Laser diode

As master laser we use diode lasers. A diode laser is a semiconductor diode that
emits light when electrons from the n-doped conduction band recombine with
holes in the p-doped valence band, just like in a LED. Unlike a LED, the light is
channelled in a waveguide on the chip, such that stimulated emission becomes
important. The backside of the chip can be left uncoated and acts as a (partial)
mirror because of the large difference in index of refraction between the
semiconductor material and air. If the front surface is also uncoated, it also acts as
a partial mirror, forming a laser cavity with the back mirror. This cavity enhances
the light intensity within the semiconductor, enhancing stimulated emission and
acts also as a wavelength selective element.

Doped semiconductors
Si (4 valence electrons)

Si (4 valence electrons)

doped with P (5 valence electrons)

doped with Al (3 valence electron)
E

E
Extra e- from P

n - doped
e- in conduction band
carry current

Empty states (“holes”)

p - doped
holes in valence band
carry current

Interesting effects happen at interface between n-doped and p-doped semiconductors.
diodes, transistors,… Basis of semiconductor industry.

Light-emitting Diode (LED)
Placing n-doped and p-doped semiconductor next to each other leads to one-way
conductor for current. Light can be emitted at interface.
E

n – doped

p – doped

cathode

e- flow

anode

x
-

+

current I
battery
Current flows if voltage connected as shown.
cathode

anode

In LEDs energy of electron combining with hole liberated as photon.
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Laser diode

As master laser we use diode lasers. A diode laser is a semiconductor diode that
emits light when electrons from the n-doped conduction band recombine with
holes in the p-doped valence band, just like in a LED. Unlike a LED, the light is
channelled in a waveguide on the chip, such that stimulated emission becomes
important. The backside of the chip can be left uncoated and acts as a (partial)
mirror because of the large difference in index of refraction between the
semiconductor material and air. If the front surface is also uncoated, it also acts as
a partial mirror, forming a laser cavity with the back mirror. This cavity enhances
the light intensity within the semiconductor, enhancing stimulated emission and
acts also as a wavelength selective element.

Laser frequency stabilization
The laser cannot know from alone where the transition frequency of the atom is.
We need to actively frequency stabilize the laser.
Components of the laser system to obtain high power beam (~500mW) at the
correct frequency:
Master laser: laser that has the possibility to be tuned in frequency.
Spectroscopy setup: use spectroscopy to obtain feedback signal to pull master
laser to correct frequency.
Laser amplifier: once a laser beam with the correct frequency has been
generated, it can easily be amplified to higher power levels.

© femto.ifs.hr

© RPphotonics

Master laser

Frequency selective elements
•
•
•
•

gain medium
cavity formed by laser diode itself
cavity formed by laser diode and grating
grating

The various frequency selective elements
need to coincide at the desired frequency:

•
•
•
•

choice of semiconductor material
temperature: laser diode cavity length
laser diode current: electron density
influences index of refraction
grating angle

© iop.org

Frequency tuning

To select one specific wavelength, we need to add some more frequency selective
elements, as listed here.
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The laser beam from the master laser needs to be distributed to the spectroscopy
setup and the rest of the setup.

Beam distribution
3) Polarizing beamsplitter cube lets one
linear polarization direction go through and
reflects the other.
4) Rotating the lambda-half plate adjusts
intensity ratio of output beams

1) master laser emitts linearly polarized
light

For such distribution tasks we usually employ a lambda/2 waveplate and a
polarizing beam cube.

© Thorlabs

2) Lambda-half plate rotates polarization
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Now we take a look at the spectroscopy setup used to lock the master laser at the
frequency of the atomic transition.

Spectroscopy

Direct spectroscopy
Just observing the transmission of a laser
beam through a vapor cell shows broad
absorption lines.
The broadening comes from the broad
thermal distribution and the Doppler effect.
Linewidth ~ 1GHz
This is way too broad for laser cooling!

Doppler free spectroscopy

strong pump beam

weak probe beam

vapour cell

photodiode

Situation far from resonance:
P(v)
depletion by pump beam,
e.g. saturated or pumped to other
internal state
„hole burning“

0
velocity class adressed by
Doppler shifted pump beam

v
velocity class adressed by
Doppler shifted probe beam

Doppler free spectroscopy

strong pump beam

weak probe beam

vapour cell

photodiode

Situation close to resonance:
P(v)
depletion by pump beam,
e.g. saturated or pumped to other
internal state

Probe beam detects the small hole burned
into the distribution by the pump beam.
The frequency width of this hole is the
natural linewidth of the atomic transition.

0
velocity class adressed by
Doppler shifted pump beam

v
velocity class adressed by
Doppler shifted probe beam
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Doppler free spectroscopy

Here you see both, the normal spectrocopy with the Doppler broadened
transitions, and the narrow sub-Doppler lines obtained by Doppler-free
spectroscopy.

Locking
Electronics generates derivative of absorption spectrum

Spectroscopy signal

Error signal =
derivative of
spectroscopy signal

Lock e.g. here
If frequency too low (high), error signal rises (lowers) and
electronic knows that frequency needs to be increased
(decreased).

A PID adjusts laser current and grating angle such that the lock signal is always at lockpoint.

To create a lock signal, the electronics needs to know if the laser frequency is too
high or too low. The spectroscopy signal itself does not contain that information.
If the laser frequency changes, the spectroscopy signal level changes away from
the local minimum of the feature onto which you want to lock, but you can‘t tell
from that if the frequency has increased or decreased. We electronically create
the derivative of the spectroscopy signal (by modulating the frequency of the
light entering the spectroscopy setup using e.g. an electro-optical modulator
(EOM), and electronically analyzing the now modulated spectroscopy signal in
an appropriate way).

Sr spectroscopy setup

Since the Sr vapor pressure is only high enough for spectroscopy at >300°C, we
built a Sr filled vacuum chamber that can be heated, which you can see here.

Laser control electronics
grating angle frequency lock
piezo driver PID controller

temperature controller
driving peltier element

display unit
laser diode
current controller

You need quite a bit of electronics to operate and stabilize a diode laser. A
commercial system (laser head and electronics) costs 20k€-30k€. You can build
your own diode laser with similar performance for ~5k€.
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Next we amplify the laser light.

© www.physics.utoronto.ca

© mk2

Tapered amplifier

500mW out

© NIST

20mW of seed light in

© mk2

semiconductor
gain medium

One way of doing that is using a tapered amplifier (TA). This is a semiconductor
diode, just like the master laser. Entrance and exit facets are antireflection coated,
so this device is not a laser in itself, just a gain medium. You see on the lower left
picture that the waveguide is expanding. Why is that? If it would not be
expanding, all the output power would exit through a small area. You always
have imperfections on the surface, which lead to heating. At the high intensities
reached, the facet will burn in no time. Expading the waveguide distributes the
power on a larger area, avoiding this problem. The expansion of the waveguide is
slow enough for the light to coherently fill it. The wavefronts emitted by the TA
are still quite smooth. The light emitted by the TA diverges strongly in the
direction of strong confinement because of difraction, but doesn‘t diverge much
in the long direction of the exit facet. In addition to the collimation lens, one
needs a cylindrical lens telescope to obtain a circular, well collimated beam. The
wavefronts created by the TA are not quite smooth enough to produce a nice
Gaussian beam. E.g. you will only be able to couple about half of the light
emitted by the TA into an optical cavity or into a single mode fibre. The next
elements after the TA chip are a collimation lens (usually an antireflection coated
aspherical lens with a focal lenght of 4..10mm) and an optical isplator. If light
would be injected the wrong way round into the tapered amplifier, entering the
exit facet, it would be amplified and concentrated on the small input facet, which
would burn. To avoid this from happening, the optical isolator is used. It is a
diode for light, letting it pass in only one direction (see optics textbook or
Wikipedia if you want to know how it works). If light is somehow reflected back,
only about 10^-6=-60dB of it will pass the isolator.
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Now we need to distribute the light along the various beam paths and adjust the
frequency and intensity of each laser beam.

Frequency and intensity tuning

© gampt.de

© wikipedia

Acousto-optic modulator

radiofrequency driving
transducer determines
frequency shift and intensity
of diffracted light

frequency

To do this, we use acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). An radiofrequency (rf)
signal (typically 40…400MHz) is applied to a piezo. The piezo is creates a sound
wave, which travels through a piece of class attached to it and is absorbed
afterwards. The sound wave is of course a pressure wave. Glass changes in index
of refraction under pressure. Therefore the sound wave creates an index of
refraction grating on which the laser beam diffracts. Since the sound wave is
moving, the laser beam is frequency modulated. Another picture of the working
pronciple of an AOM is to imagine a photon traveling through it absorbing a
phonon, a particle of sound. The energy and momentum of the phonon is
transfered to the photon, chaging the flight direction and frequency of the photon.
The photon can also absorb two or more phonons, leading to higher order
diffraction. Alternatively, the photon can emitt a phonon by stimulated emission,
leading to diffraction peaks in the opposite direction and with opposite frequency
shift. In practice, we adjust all parameters to have most photons sent into either
the +1 or the -1 diffraction order, usually 80…90%. By changing the intensity of
the rf signal, we can change the intensity of the light in the diffracted beam. By
changing the rf frequency, we can change the frequency difference between the
incoming beam and the diffracted beam. Typically an AOM is optimized for a
limited range of frequencies, e.g. 260…340MHz. (The inductors and capacitors
visible in the top left image form an LC resonator with the piezo, increasing the
voltage applied to the piezzo. This resonator is needed for impedance matching
between the 50 Ohm cable guiding the rf and the high impedance piezo.)

Frequency synthesizer
Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS)

Here: Analog Devices AD9852

As source for the rf signals sent to the AOMs we use direct digital synthesizers
(DDSs).

DDS block diagram
radiofrequency
output

sine table
digital to analog
converter

Low pass filter

phase pointer
clock
referenced to
GPS or Rb clock

add increment to phase
pointer every clock cycle

phase pointer increment

digital data from control computer,
setting phase pointer increment such
that desired frequency is obtained

A DDS plays back a digitally stored sine wave through a digital to analog
converter, a bit like a CD player plays back the sound wave that is digitally stored
on a CD. The sine wave is stored in digital form in a table. The phase pointer
register contains the number of the entry of the table that is currently being
converted into an analog voltage. This register is increased by an amount stored
in the phase pointer increment register every clock cycle. In order to produce a
high frequency, a large value is written to the phase pointer increment register. A
low value in that register will result in a low frequency. Typicall clock
frequencies are in the range from 25MHz to 3.5GHz. The frequency that a DDS
can generate reaches up to 0.4 times the clock frequency. The low pass filter
removes undesired frequency components originating from the step-like shape of
the wavefunction produced by the DDS.

Frequency synthesizer
Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS)
address decoder

TTL logic chips
clock receiver

parallel bus
from
computer

clock input
5V TTL to 3.3V
TTL conversion

DDS

low pass filter
rf output

voltage regulators

See also control system on www.StrontiumBEC.com

(These details will not be part of the exam.)

Here: Analog Devices AD9852

Radiofrequency amplifier
Use cheap amplifiers from cable TV systems ;-)

Just as in the laser system, we use the master oscillator – power amplifier
(MOPA) principle for rf generation. The DDS creates a weak rf signal of the
desired frequency and an rf amplifier boosts the signal amplitude to the desired
level, for AOMs about 1W.

Radiofrequency amplifier
filters to block rf from
entering power supply

Use cheap amplifiers from cable TV systems ;-)
pre amplifier, 20dB gain

rf output
attenuator
rf input

attenuator control

voltage regulators
See also control system on www.StrontiumBEC.com

(These details will not be part of the exam.)

Lots of ‘em
~45 AOMs in our Rb-Sr experiment
need 45 DDS and 45 RF amplifiers

Really lots of ‘em
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Now we need to transport the laser beams to the vacuum chamber.

Optical fiber

core
cladding

For that task we use optical fibres.

have different index of refraction
guiding by total internal reflection

Maintaining the polarization
Mechanical stress in fiber leads to preferred axis for E-field.
E-field direction adiabatically follows if fiber bends slowly.

Panda fiber:

Panda regions consist of glass with thermal expansion coefficient that is different
from the other glass types used. This results in stress on fibre core after fibre
cools down (fibre is hot while being pulled.) The stress results in preferred
guidance of the E-field of a linearly polarized beam along the axis between the
panda cores or orthogonal to that axis. Even if the fibre bends, the E-field
direction will follow adiabatically.

© www.warsash.com.au

© edmund optics

Fiber coupler

To couple a collimated beam into the fibre, it needs to be focused onto the fibre
core, which is only a few micrometer wide. One uses aspherical lenses or
achromats for that. For convenience, we purchase fibre collimators containing
that lens and a standardized mechanical connector for the fibre. To produce a
collimated laser beam of a desired diameter, we send the light from the fibre
through a lens in such a fibre coupler.

Shutter

AOMs do not block light completely when the rf is off. About 10^-4 of the light
is scattered on defects in the glass or on the glass surface and can still enter the
fibre guiding photons to the vacuum chamber and the quantum gas. Those
photons can kick atoms out of the quantum gas. We block the beampath
completely by moving a shutter blade into it, e.g. using a servo motor.

Shutter electronics

We use digital outputs to produce the pulse width modulated signals encoding the
position that the servo motor should take.
See http://www.jameco.com/jameco/workshop/howitworks/how-servo-motorswork.html.
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The laser setup here shows all basic elements, but is too simple for an ultracold
atom experiment.

Now for real

See PhD thesis by Simon Stellmer.

Here is how our Sr blue MOT laser system looks like.
(Details will not be asked in exam.)
(spec: spectroscopy, ZS: zeeman slower, blow: resonant blow beam to remove
atoms, imag: three imaging beams employed for different imaging directions,
FPI: Fabry-Pérot interferometer, WM: wavemeter (measures wavelength of the
light, PD: photo diode) To generate 461nm light, we frequency double 922nm
light by sending it through a nonlinear crystal. The frequency doubling efficiency
is enhanced by enhancing the 922nm light intensity at the location of the crystal
using a bow-tie cavity around the crystal.

And here is a section of the real deal.

Magneto-optical trap

Voilá, that‘s how we can create a MOT!

Obtaining high phase-space density
The common technique is evaporative cooling.

This technique requires us to first trap atoms without near-resonant light,
which would heat the sample too much.

…use evaporation to cool further.

Conservative traps
Two types of traps that are suitable for evaporative cooling, based on conservative forces:

Optical dipole trap

Magnetic trap
coils

B-field

We need of course somehow to make sure that the cloud of atoms stays trapped
during evaporation. A material container will not do, because even in the best
cryostat it‘s too hot and our metal gases would also just stick to those walls.
Instead we use electromagnetic fields to trap the atoms. There are two commonly
used types of traps: optical dipole traps and magnetic traps. Both are conservative
traps, which means they (ideally) don‘t heat or cool the gas (while they are not
changed in shape).

Optical dipole traps
Intensity

x
red dipole trap

Optical dipole traps exploit the lightshift experienced by an atom immersed in a
far-off-resonant laser field. If the laser‘s frequency is lower than the atomic
transition frequency, the atomic dipole induced by the E-field of the laser beam
will oscillate in phase with that E-field and result in a lowering of the energy of
the atom. A trap can be formed by focussing the laser beam.

Dipole potential & scattering rate
For large detuning

:

Unfortunately there is still off-resonant scattering of photons:

But luckily

By increasing the intensity and the detuning,
we can keep the potential depth constant,
and reduce the photon scattering rate!
Example:
:

Nd:YAG laser:

Gaussian beam:

Potential:
Lossrate:
Lifetime:

RWA
Side note: rotating-wave approximation not always good.
without rotating-wave approximation:

Optical dipole traps
Red dipole trap

Blue dipole trap

Intensity

Intensity

x

x

Also laser beams with a frequency higher than the transition frequency of an
atom can be used. In that case the dipole oscillates 180° out-of-phase with the Efield and the energy is increased. We can build a trap by enclosing the atom by
such laser beams.

Optical dipole traps
Red dipole trap

Blue dipole trap

Single Gaussian beam dipole trap

Donut + sheets

weak confinement along axis

Crossed beam dipole trap

box potential
if gravity compensated by B-field gradient

good 3D confinement

Figures: Sengstock group

Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 200406 (2013)

And many more possibilities!

1075 nm wavelength
up to 500 W in single transversal mode (3nm linewidth)
up to 50 W in single transversal and longitudinal mode (100 kHz linewidth)

© www.ipgphotonics.com

© lasers.llnl.gov

Fiber laser

A nice laser source for infrared dipole traps are fibre lasers. Light from powerful,
but multimode diode laser stacks at a wavelength around 800..900nm is injected
into a large, multimode outer core of a fibre. The fibre‘s inner core is doped, e.g.
by Yb or Er. The Yb or Er ions are pumped by the pump light. A seed within the
gain wavelength of Yb or Er is injected into the inner core. Stimulated emission
amplifies this light.

100-W dipole trap
fiber laser
output collimator

l/2 plate
Brewster plate

lens

acousto-optic modulator
beam dump
high-power
beam dump

To control the intensity of the dipole trap we combine two methods. First, we
control the current through the pump diodes. This allows us to change the output
power of the laser source from its maximum value down to one tenth of that
value. Second, we use an acousto-optical modulator, giving us another up to 4
orders of magnitude of dynamic range in the intensity.

100-W dipole trap

dust cover with inlet
for HEPA filtered air

Dust that settles on the surfaces of optical elements will be heated by the high
power laser beam, eventually leading to a run-away effect and destruction of the
optical element. This effect can be avoided by letting filtered air flow through the
box enclosing sensitive elements.

100-W dipole trap
lens
dust & straylight
protection

We guide the laser beam using mirrors close to the vacuum chamber and focus it
onto the atoms using a lens.

100-W dipole trap

beam dump

focal plane
imaging system

To align the laser beam with the atoms, we use a trick. We first build an imaging
system, consisting of a lens and a TV camera, focussed on the fluorescence of the
MOT. We then send the dipole trap beam through the same imaging system and
place it‘s focus onto the same location of the camera as the MOT fluorescence.
Besides some error from chromatic abberation, which we can partially take into
account, we have in this way aligned the dipole trap on the atoms. Trial and error
of loading atoms into the dipole trap, while finely adjusting the dipole trap
position, leads usually soon to success. Most of the dipole trap light is reflected
out of the imaging beam path into a water cooled beam dump. A temperature
sensor on the beam dump will switch the laser source off in case the beam dump
gets too hot.

Standing wave creates lattice

© Tim Rom, thesis

Retroreflecting a laser beam creates a standing wave. In this way we can create a
periodic optical potential, an optical lattice.

Lower dimensions
1D lattice

2D confinment
planes

2D lattice

3D lattice

1D confinment
tubes

0D confinment
lattice sites
© Bloch, Dalibard, Zwerger

Using several pairs of counterpropagating laser beams can reduce the
dimensionality of our system. In the example to the right, each one of the three
pairs of counterpropagating beams uses a slightly different frequency, in order to
avoid interference between the pairs.

Simulation of crystalline lattices
Crystal lattice

Optical lattice
standing wave

ion core

a

atoms
(simulate e-)

potential on eoptical dipole potential

Optical lattices are a great too to mimic solid state phenomena. In a solid, valence
electrons experience a lattice potential created by the ion cores of the material. In
our system the atoms see a similar potential and experience similar physics to the
electrons in the solid. I will tell you a lot more about that in the lecture on
quantum simulation in April to May.

532-nm lattice setup

Here is a lattice setup we have constructed in our lab. A 18W, 532nm, singlefrequency laser beam is split on three beam paths using lambda/2 plates and
polarizing beam cubes. AOMs control the intensity of each laser beam before
they are injected into three fibres (the AOMs are operated with slightly different
frequencies such that any interference between the laser beams will move fast
and average out).

© http://donklipstein.com

up to 18W

© http://greyghost.mooo.com

Frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser

Here is an inside view of the 532nm laser source. Pump light from diode stacks is
delivered to a Nd:YVO_4 crystal through multimode fibres. The crystal is in a
bow-tie cavity, allowing lasing to occur at 1064nm. In the same cavity, a LBO
crystal frequency doubles the light. The cavity mirrors are coated such that only
532nm light can escape.

532-nm lattice setup

The light from the fibres is collimated and then focused onto the atoms by a
second lens.

532-nm lattice setup

After passage through the quantum gas, the beam is collimated again by a lens
and retro-reflected. Some light is transmitted through the back-reflection mirror
and focused onto a TV camera for our alignment trick and surveillance.

Conservative traps
Two types of traps that are suitable for evaporative cooling, based on conservative forces:

Optical dipole trap

Magnetic trap
coils

B-field

Another commonly used trap type are magnetic traps.

Magnetic trap
Many atoms have a magnetic moment

Rubidium hyperfine structure
E

mF
+2
+1

F=2

0
-1
-2
-1

F=1

low-field seekers
Can be trapped in |B|-field minimum
For optimum trap loading,
optically pump to F=2, mF=2 state
before switch-on of magnetic trap.

high-field seekers
Could be trapped in |B|-field maximum,
but |B|-field maximum impossible
(see Maxwell’s equations)

0
+1

Will be expulsed from |B|-field minimum

B

They work for atoms with magnetic moment, e.g. alkalis, but not ground-state
alkaline-earth atoms.

Most simple magnetic trap
Quadrupole magnetic trap

Bx

coils
x

B-field
|B|

x
Gradient required to keep Rb atom
levitated against gravity:
15 G/cm

U
A trap!

Typical magnetic field gradients used:
several 100 G/cm

x

Lifetime of atom in magnetic trap
For evaporative cooling we need:
lossrate of atoms from trap << elastic collision rate
Several effects eject atoms from magnetic trap:
•

background gas collisions

need very good vacuum (UHV, 10-12 mbar)

•

three-body recombination

keep gas density low ( < 1015 cm-3 )

residual near-resonant light

carefully block all laser cooling light

•

(optical pumping to untrapped states)

•

heating and loss by trap shaking

•

spin-relaxation

•

Majorana spin flip

use stable magnetic fields

Spin-relaxation
Spin-relaxation
E

mF
+2
+1

F=2

0
-1

Use states that are stable
against spin-relaxation

-2
-1
F=1

0
+1
B

Spin relaxation can occur if atoms collide and energy momentum conservation
allow for the atom pair to enter different internal states.

Spin-relaxation
Spin-relaxation
E

mF
+2
+1

F=2

0
-1

Use states that are stable
against spin-relaxation

-2
-1
F=1

0
+1
B

In our example, angular momentum and energy is transferred from one atom to
the other. This leads to one atom in a non-magnetic state. This atom will not feel
the magnetic trapping potential and leave the trap region (because it‘s fast or
because it drops down in gravity). This process can also create atoms in the lower
hyperfine states. In our example, only gases that consist exclusively of either
F=2, mF=2 atoms or F=1, mF=1 atoms are stable against spin-relaxation because
of energy and momentum conservation.

Majorana spin-flip
Quadrupole magnetic trap
N
S

coils

For atom to remain trapped
spin of atom needs to adiabatically
follow B-field direction.

N
S

N
S

This happens usually because of the
Lamor precession of the
magnetic moment around B-field line.
Adiabaticity condition:
B-field
N
S

rate of change of B-field direction

Dangerous “black hole” for atoms:
•
•
•

adiabaticity condition not fulfilled
spin flips
atoms in high-field seeking states escape magnetic trap

Leads to atom loss and heating (atoms with lowest energy are lost: evaporative heating)
avoid region of low magnetic field

TOP trap
Time orbiting potential (TOP) trap:
Move center of quadrupole field quickly around atomic sample.
If period of one rotation is much shorter than oscillation period, atoms will see only time
averaged potential.

fast rotating center
of QP field

circle of death
sample

Technical implementation:
add rotating offset field to QP field
offset field created by two coils orthogonal to QP coils and each other, driven by audio amplifier with
sine and cosine wave.

Plug beam, dimple trap
Plug beam:
Hinder atoms to reach QP centre by repulsive dipole trap (repulsive light shift)
at that location.
potential of QP trap
sample, which never reaches spin-flip zone
potential of plug beam

Dimple trap:
Majorana spin-flips only dangerous for cold, dense cloud.
Use dimple to collect cold atoms to the side of dangerous region.
potential of QP trap

dimple potential
cold sample collects in dimple

Ioffe-Pritchard trap
Ioffe-Pritchard trap

Radial field

Axial field
Bz

z
Sample trapped in |B|-field minimum.
The magnetic field is finite everywhere.

There is no danger of Majorana spin-flips.

Another way of overcoming Majorana spin flips is to create a field configuration
that has no B-field zero, but always a field of at least 1Gauss everwhere. A simple
way of achieving this is to combine a 2D quadrupole with two coils as shown.

Magnetic trap in real

Real coils, used in the Li experiment in Christophe Salomon‘s group et E.N.S.
Paris.
(Not queried in exam).
(Green: Ioffe bars -> 2D quadrupole field
Yellow: „Pinch“ coils for axial confinement as on previous slide
Red: MOT quadrupole coils and first magnetic trap
Blue: coil set that is initially used in quadrupole configuration. Ramping up the
current in the blue coils and down in the red coils transfers the quadrupole centre
from the MOT region into the Ioffe-Pritchard trap region. Then the IoffePritchard trap is suddenly switched on and the quadrupole trap off. Finally the
blue coils are put in Helmholtz configuration and substract the unnecessary offset
field, which increases the radial confinement.)

Electromagnets

Figure: Eric Wille‘s thesis

Coils used in the Innsbruck Li-K experiment and the Amsterdam Rb-Sr
experiment.

Copper tubes with water inside

Figure: Eric Wille‘s thesis

Interior of those coils. They consist of hollow copper tubes, isolated by expoxied
glass fibre around them. Water is pumped through the tubes to cool the coils.
Various coils with slightly different properties are used.

Power electronics

1000 A
cables,
transistors,
diodes

1000 A
30 V

High current power supplies used for those coils, cables, transistors…

Analog outputs to control current

Digital to analog convertes (DACs) connected to the same parallel bus system as
the DDSs create computer controlled voltages that tell the power supplies how
much current to deliver.

Water cooling system

20 bar
water
pump

30kW heat exchanger

Water distribution system

Copper disks with water channels
„Bitter magnet“

Chin group, Review of Scientific Instruments 84, 104706 (2013)

Another cool way of creating a coil. This is a coil type often used in high B-field
labs.

Copper disks with water channels
„Bitter magnet“

Chin group, Review of Scientific Instruments 84, 104706 (2013)

Copper wire with water outside

Coils of insulated copper wire are inside water filled PVC boxes.
The visible copper coils are just auxillary coils.

Yet another coils type. Copper wires, isolated by a plastic coating, are wound into
coils with gaps between the wires. Water is flown over the wires to cool them.

Advantages and disadvantages
Magnetic trap
Advantages:

Optical dipole trap
Advantages:

•

cheap

•

works for non-magnetic atoms

•

deep trap

•

works for any spin state and many mixtures

•

very smooth, well-known potential

•

•

high long-term stability and reliability

leaves B-field as free parameter
e.g. for interaction tuning

•

high flexibility in shaping the potential

•

easily change potential shape on the fly

•

potential can change on lengthscale of wavelength

Disadvantages:
•

Potential can only change on lengthscale
of coil dimensions

•

only some mF states can be trapped

•

fabricating good coils takes significant
amount of time

•

water cooling can be a mess

Disadvantages:
•

expensive, especially if deep trap is required

•

high power lasers dangerous for eyes

Often we combine the two trap types to use the best properties of both types.

Evaporative cooling

Ultracold Quantum Gases
Part 1

Making and Probing
Bose-condensed Gases
Lecture 7

Florian Schreck
University of Amsterdam

Overview of course
Lecture 1:

Lecture 5:

Ultracold quantum gases:
What? Why? How?
Labtour

Lecture 2:
Atom-laser interaction
Bloch sphere

Lecture 3:
Dressed state picture
Optical Bloch equations
Detecting an ultracold gas

Lecture 4:
Light forces
Molasses cooling
Sisyphus cooling

Atomic beam oven
Zeeman slower
Magneto-optical trap
Technology for laser cooling
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Optical dipole trap
Magnetic trap
Trap technology
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Evaporative cooling
Characterizing a BEC
Our research
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Lecture notes and additional study material available on blackboard.
Questions: schreck@StrontiumBEC.com

Magneto-optical trap

Evaporative cooling

Evaporative cooling

JILA physics 2000 webpage

Principle of evaporative cooling
0) initial thermal distribution
P(E)

1) remove hottest atoms

2) rethermalize
P(E)

P(E)

E

E

E

thermalization requires
~3 elastic collisions per atom
(shown by numerical simulations)

elastic collision rate:

3) Repeat with lower evaporation threshold:
„forced“ evaporative cooling
In practice we use continuous „evaporation ramp“.

: density
: el. coll. cross section
: average relative velocity

Evaporation from magnetic trap
Radiofrequency evaporation
E

mF
+2
+1

F=2

0
-1
-2
-1

F=1

Frequency of rf radiation determines
evaporation threshold

0
+1
B

Slowly lower rf frequency to force evaporation.

Evaporation from optical dipole trap
Simply reducing power of dipole trap laser beam reduces trap potential.

gravitational
potential

gravity
dipole potential
plus gravitational potential

Phase-space density distribution
following Jean Dalibard’s DEA lecture

Average energy of gas:
Equipartition theorem:

per degree of freedom

Assume isotropic, harmonic potential with trap osc. frequency

;

:

]

[ Check:

Phase-space density distribution:

(assuming low phase-space density)

product of six Gaussians

;

Peak PSD and elastic collision rate
Phase-space density distribution:

Peak phase-space density:

peak density:
Attention: in trap, also

Average elastic collision rate:

Example:

de Broglie wavelength:
depends on

, not only

as for homogenous system.

Evaporation step
Single evaporation step:
;

discard all atoms with

Attention:

means we adapt

after each step to the new

.

This is forced evaporative cooling.

Evaporated energy:

characterizing average energy in excess of
can be calculated from distribution in dependence of
remember:

. Result:

Thermalization
After thermalization:

using

using

For evaporation to decrease temperature one needs:
for

Run-away evaporation
Elastic collisions are driving evaporative cooling
Need to keep elastic collision rate up!

using

for

“run away” cooling condition
Evaporation timescale is given by 1 / elastic collision rate.
If that rate increases, evaporation proceeds faster and faster, it “runs away”.

Phase-space density step
remember:
Phase-space density after evaporation step:

using

for

Phase-space density increase
Phase-space density after evaporation step:

Assume borderline run-away regime:

Examples:

Sr BECs easily have 100x more atoms
than Rb BECs!

Sr,
slope -3

conventional definition of d…

Rb,
slope -2

¼ of atoms
in pure BEC

only 1 in 1000 atoms survives!

Evaporation time
Single evaporation step, evaporating

atoms
since

steps for Rb:

What limits evaporation?
Evaporative cooling performance should be better the higher

Why can’t we choose a very high value for
density increases per atom lost?
A high value for

is:

and obtain very high phase-space

means there are few atoms available for evaporation.

We need to wait till by chance such an atom gets created by an elastic collision and evaporates.
This can take a lot of time.
During that time a lot of bad things can happen:
•

Loss by three-body collision (don’t exaggerate with density or scattering length).

•

Loss by collision with background gas (careful design & bakeout of vacuum chamber)

•

Loss by absorption of photon (

•

Heating by trap shaking (everything stable: magnetic trap: current, coils, water temp.
dipole trap: beam intensity, position.)

•

For magnetic traps: Majorana spin-flips & dipolar relaxation

very carefully block all near-resonant light!)

Evaporation has to proceed faster than all of this.

Elastic to inelastic collision rate
For evaporation to proceed fast we need ~low

and high elastic collision rate

.

High elastic collision rate can be obtained by high density since
High density means high inelastic scattering rate since
Therefore: don’t exaggerate squeezing your sample:
Elastic collision rate can also be increased by tuning scattering length using a
Feshbach resonance.
This works especially well for fermions, since very low inelastic rate (Pauli exclusion).
summer semester lecture

In practice one needs for alkalis:
Feshbach resonances can also be used to tune this ratio.
Important e.g. for Cs BEC.

From a chunk of metal to a BEC
Experimental sequence
1) Evaporation of metal
2) Laser cooling (Zeeman slower / MOT)

~15s

3) Optical pumping to trappable state

0.1ms

4) Capture in conservative trap
5) Evaporative cooling

~10s

6) Quantum gas experiment

1ms…10s

7) Detection

Duration: between 1s and 60s, depending on machine

Control electronics

www.StrontiumBEC.com

Important components of our system I did not talk too much about are our
computer control electronics,…

Control software

our control software.

Control desk

Operating the machine can be done from this desk. The TV images show power
supply displays that sit in an air conditioned cabinet separate to the lab, atom
beam and MOT fluorescence, the oscilloscope screens showing lock signals, and
screens showing dipole trap laser foci.

Absorption imaging

CCD

Imaging is the final step in every quantum gas experiment and on the following
slides I show you how it‘s done.

Wide-angle imaging system

absorption beam fiber

I show you these photos also to give you an impression of what all the optics
close to the centre of our machine is used for. Of course I don‘t expect you to
know that in the exam.

Wide-angle imaging system
imaging lens

imaging lens
camera

Imaging system along MOT beam path
Rb camera

Rb MOT retroreflection

imaging lens dichroic mirror

imaging lens
polarizing beam splitter cube
blue Sr MOT retroreflection

to Sr camera

Our optical access is limited, so we need to multiplex this acccess using dichroic
mirrors and polarizing beam cubes.

Absorption
Imaging system
alongbeam
MOT beam path

Rb MOT &
Rb imaging &
Sr red MOT

Sr imaging

Sr blue MOT

Imaging system along MOT beam path
Rb imaging
Sr blue MOT
Sr red MOT

Rb MOT

Imaging software

First BECs of ultracold atoms
Rubidium BEC
June 1995

Cornell & Wieman group, JILA

Sodium BEC
Nov. 1995

Ketterle group, MIT

First BECs of ultracold atoms
Rubidium BEC
June 1995

Nobel Prize 2001

Cornell & Wieman group, JILA

Sodium BEC
Nov. 1995

Carl Wieman,
Eric Cornell

Wolfgang
Ketterle

Ketterle group, MIT

Evaporative cooling

BEC phase transition

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:
Density distribution:
Atom number:
BEC fraction:
Temperature:
Interaction energy:
Internal state:
Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

Today we discuss how we can characterize a BEC. Here is a list of properties we
want to measure. The first property is actually a property of the trap in which the
BEC is stored. We need this knowledge to understand many of the intrinsic
properties of the BEC. How do we measure trap properties?

Trap oscillation frequencies
put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap (nice trick: phase-contrast imaging)

© Ketterle group

Traps are usually harmonic in shape, if you don‘t explore excursions far away
from the trap centre. To measure the trap oscillation frequency, we put the gas in
motion and observe its oscillation. Using absorption imaging, we need a new
experimental run per picture because the ultracold cloud is destroyed by
absorption imaging. To speed up the process you can use phase-contrast imaging.
It images the phase shift imprinted on a detuned laser beam when traveling
through the ultracold gas. This imaging method is less desctructive to our gas
since it does not rely on the scattering of photons.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:
Atom number:
BEC fraction:
Temperature:
Interaction energy:
Internal state:
Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How do we measure density distributions?

In-situ absorption images
dipole trap
CCD
gas cloud

Measured density distributions

7Li BEC
6Li Fermi sea

We take images of the atomic cloud still confined by the trap, so-called in-situ
images.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:
Temperature:
Interaction energy:
Internal state:
Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How do we determine the atom number?
We integrate over the absorption image. To avoid saturation, it might be better to
image after expanding the cloud by switching the trap off and waiting a few ms.
How do we determine the BEC fraction?

Thermal gas vs. BEC

thermal gas

thermal distribution

non-interacting
BEC

repulsively
interacting
BEC

all atoms in
harmonic oscillator
ground state

interaction energy
leads to larger BEC

To understand what we have to do, let‘s take a closer look at a thermal cloud and
at a BEC. We consider both, non-interacting and repulsively interacting BECs.
(Attractively interacting BECs can only exist up to a small, maximum atom
number. Beyond that atom number they collapse onto themselves, attracted by
their own mean-field interaction. Released into a waveguide they can form bright
solitons.)

Thermal cloud
thermal cloud

dipole trap

gravity

CCD
temperature from size of cloud
atom number from integral over signal

Time-of-flight images of thermal clouds have a characteristic circular Gaussian
shape after a long enough expansion time. (Exercise: think about what „long
enough“ means here.) From the size of the cloud and the expansion time we
obtain the temperature of the gas.

Signatures of BEC
BEC

dipole trap

gravity

CCD

BECs expand differently. As explained in Gora‘s part of the course, they expand
most in the direction in which they are initially confined the most. For noninteracting BECs this comes from Heisenberg‘s uncertainty principle. For
repulsively interacting BECs it comes from the release of mean-field energy: the
atoms roll down the mean-field potential hill created by all other atoms when the
trap is switched off. The steepness of this hill, and therefore the acceleration, is
highest in the direction of initially strongest confinement. Since we typically use
traps with very different trap oscillation frequencies in different directions, the
expanded BEC is highly asymmetric. It clearly looks different from a thermal
cloud and can easily be distinguished from the thermal atoms.

Phase transition

We fit a bi-modal fit to the density distribution, a fit that is the sum of a gaussian
and a distribution appropriate for the BEC. From this fit we can extract the
number of thermal atoms and the number of atoms in the BEC. On the slide you
see four images taken for different durations of evaporation, showing an
increasing BEC fraction. Also for situations in which a BEC is present, we
measure the temperature by taking a look at the size of the thermal cloud.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:
Internal state:
Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How can we obtain the interaction energy?

Time-of-flight expansion

0 ms

5 ms

10 ms
expansion time

15 ms

20 ms

We analyze the speed of expansion of the BEC, see Gora‘s part of the lecture.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:
Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How can we detect the internal state?

Hyperfine state imaging
Imaging all atoms

Imaging only upper
hyperfine state

Cycling transition from
stretched state.
No decay to lower hf state.

For species with large hyperfine splitting, probability
to decay into lower hyperfine state small.
After a few photons, atoms pumped into stretched
state and decay probability even smaller.

To determine the F state, we first take an absorption image without using a
repump beam. This image will only show atoms in the upper hyperfine state.
Next we take an image with repumping beam. This image shows all atoms. There
are tricks (fast shifting of electrons on CCD chip into part of CCD that is not
exposed to light) with which it is possible to take both images after one
experimental run.

mF state imaging
Internal state structure
E

Stern-Gerlach separation
apply B-field gradient during time-of-flight

mF
+2
+1

F=2

0
-1

:

-2
-1
F=1

0
+1
B

:

|F, mF>
|2, -2>
|2, -1>

|1,+1>

|2, 0>

|1, 0>

|2,+1>

|1, -1>

|2,+2>

Different mF states have different magnetic momenta. We switch the trap off and
quickly apply a magnetic field gradient. Different mF states experience different
magnetic forces during the expansion time in addition to gravity. This difference
leads to a separation of the cloud into several clouds consisting only of atoms in
states with a certain magnetic moment. This method can be combined with
hyperfine state imaging to obtain full information about the state distribution in
the cloud.

Stern-Gerlach imaging
|F, mF>
|2,+2>
|2,+1>
|2, 0>
|2, -1>
|2, -2>

|F, mF>
|2,+2>
|2,+1>
|2, 0>
|2, -1>
|2, -2>

© Sengstock group

Here a few example images showing Stern-Gerlach separated F=2 Rb atoms.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:
Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How can we measure phase coherence?

Two Bose-Einstein condensates
W. Ketterle et al.,
MIT, 1997

split BEC
using blue detuned
dipole trap

50 m

We let two BECs interfere with each other.

What happens when BEC expands?
density distribution directly after
switch-off of dipole trap

What happens when BEC expands?
density distribution after expansion

We expect
interference fringes

Matter wave interference
W. Ketterle et al., MIT, 1997

Interference fringes detected!

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:

matter-wave interference

Correlation function:
Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How do we measure correlations?

Example: correlations in 1D
Bunching
e.g. attractively interacting, distinguishable particles

Random distribution
e.g. non-interacting, distinguishable particles

Antibunching
e.g. repulsively interacting distinguishable particles

What are correlations?

BEC and Fermi sea of He*
Metastable Helium (He*): 1s2s = 2 3P2

Normal He: 1s2 = 1 1S0

miniature grenades:
20eV of stored energy!
8000 seconds lifetime

Simplified termscheme

He* beam discharge source

2 3 P2
MOT
2 3S 1

1083 nm
He + He* beam

discharge

discharge

20 eV

1 1S 0

© Nikolaus Traitler

Correlations can be measured nicely using metastable He (symbolized by He*).
In the ground-state the two electrons of He are both in the 1s orbital. The orbital
wavefunction is therefore symmetric under particle exchange. Since electrons are
fermions, their wavefunction must be antisymmetric under exchange. Therefore
the spin wavefunction must be antisymmetric, a singlet. The two lowest excited
states are obtained by exciting one electron to the 2s orbital. The spatial and spin
wavefunctions can now be symmetric and antisymmetric, always guaranteeing of
course that the product of orbital and spin wavefunction is antisymmetric. The
symmetric triplet spin wavefunctions, corresponding to antisymmetric orbital
wavefunctions (= larger average distance between electrons = lower Coulomb
repulsion compared to symmetric wavefunction), has lower energy than the
singlet state. The triplet states can therefore only decay to the ground state. A
decay from a triplet to a singlet is not possible by dipole radiation and therefore
(a bit misleadingly) called a „forbidden“ transition. The lifetime of the excited
state is 8000s! The excitation energy is nearly 20eV! These atoms are miniature
grenades and can easily be detected as I will show you on the next slides!
Interestingly, starting from the metastable state, there is a cycling transition,
which is nicely suitable for laser cooling. Therefore one can create a BEC of 4He
or a degenerate Fermi gas of 3He in the usual way. The only modification to the
scheme we have discussed is that you don‘t need an oven as a source (since He is
a gas) but rather an electric discharge fed by a flow of He gas. The discharge
leads to the population of the metastable state in a small fraction of atoms flying
through the discharge.
The CAD drawing shows a fancy type of Ioffe-Pritchard trap (a cloverleaf trap),

which traps a He* cloud. Atoms released from this cloud drop onto a detector.
The experiments I describe now have partially been done at VU in the group of Wim
Vassen.

Single atom detection
single atom detection on multi-channel plate (MCP)
• 20eV internal energy released when impacting a surface
• Electrons are freed, amplified and detexcted
trap coils

ultracold gas

MCP
A. Aspect group (Paris)
W. Vassen group (VU Adam)

Here is how the detection works in principle. As long as the electrons have no
way changing their spin state, this energy can not be released. As soon as the He*
touches a surface, angular momentum can be exchanged with the surface, which
leads to the liberation of those 20eV of energy. If the material has a low
ionization threshold (e.g. if it is an alkali metal), electrons are liberated, which
can easily be detected.

MCP delay line detector
figure: patent EP20050255398

Single-atom detection using multi-channel plate (MCP)

figure: www.tectra.de

Time and position sensitive detection using delay-line detector

(MCP not shown)

figure: Truscott group, © IoP

figure: http://www.roentdek.com

We need to detect the electrons that are liberated when a He* atom touches a
surface. The first element the atoms touch is a multi-channel plate (MCP). This is
a glass plate with lot‘s of tiny holes (~10µm diameter), coated with a low
conductance metal. The holes have a slight angle to the surface such that the He*
atoms will most likely touch the inner wall. The electron released is accelerated
in an electric field applied to the plate, touches the wall again and releases
secondary electrons. An avalanche of electrons is created along the tube. Behind
the multichannel plate, the electron pulse enters a wire that is wound in a spiral.
The electron pulse splits in two, travelling in opposite directions along the wire.
Detectors at each end of the wire record the arrival time of the pulses. From the
time delay between the arrival times the location of origin along the wire of the
electron pulse, and therefore the location at which the He* hit the multi-channel
plate, can be determined. The time at which the He* hit the device can be
determined from the pulses as well.

Spacetime resolved single-atom detection

figure: Truscott group, © Nature

When dropping a He* cloud on the detector, the position and time at which atoms
hit the MCP is recorded for most atoms. The time of incidence is related to the
vertical position of the atom within the expanded cloud. In this way a 3D
reconstruction is feasible. (In the setup shown, a dipole trap was used to guide the
atoms to the MCP. This was not used in the experiments shown on the next
slides.)

BEC and Fermi sea of He*

Here is an example of the 3D shape of a cloud of He* atoms incident on an MCP
detector.
(This section will not be part of the exam. Why this shape? The experimental
sequence is the following. Create a BEC, use a Bragg pulse (see later) to put half
of the atoms into motion to the left and the other half in motion to the right. Wait,
release atoms from trap, expand cloud and detect it. The two moving BECs are
the two big blobs to the left and right. Since the BECs were initially cigar shaped,
now, after expansion they have a pancake shape because of the mean-field energy
being predominantly released in the radial directions. What are the other atoms
you see? The big circular shell originates from s-wave collisions between atoms
from the left and right moving BEC. Two atoms collide and propagate in opposite
directions after the collision. The direction in which they propagate is random,
since it‘s an s-wave collision. But the momentum with which they propagate has
to be opposite and the same in magnitude as the incident momentum. That leads
to the sphere which touches the two moving BECs. One of the other two clouds
(top or bottom, I don‘t know) was also created by a Bragg pulse, a little BEC that
moves, say upwards. Now s-wave collisions will predominantly populate this
BEC by stimulated emission, also called Bose-enhancement. Because an s-wave
collision involves two atoms and momentum needs to be conserved, another
cloud, moving downwards, is created. This scheme is analogous to 4-wave
mixing in non-linear optics.)

Example: correlations in 1D
Bunching
e.g. attractively interacting, distinguishable particles

Random distribution
e.g. non-interacting, distinguishable particles

Antibunching
e.g. repulsively interacting distinguishable particles

Let‘s come back to our goal, the correlation measurement. We want to see if
atoms are in average closer to each other or further apart from each other than in
a random distribution. And we want to see if that depends on their statistics. To
measure this, we drop either an ultracold, but thermal cloud of 4He or a Fermi
gas of 3He onto the single-atom detector and then plot the number of atom pairs
that we detect at a certain distance to each other.

Nature 445, 402 (2007)

Hanbury Brown-Twiss effect
S1, S2: two locations within the source, an ultracold,
thermal cloud of either bosons or fermions

D1, D2: two locations on the detector, which
detect an atom at the same time

Gray and black arrows: two different ways in which one atom from S1 and one atom from
S2 can have arrived at D1 and D2.
For fermions, these passes interfere destructively, leading to reduced detection
For bosons in thermal source, these passes interfere constructively, leading to enhanced
detection.
For bosons in BEC, there is effectively only one source. Therefore there are no two
different ways in which interference could occur and nothing special happens.
If the distance between D1 and D2 is too large, averaging over many different pairs of
source points washes out the interference.

Bunching and antibunching
Thermal, bosonic 4He* atoms
are likely to be at same location:
bunching

Thermal, bosonic 4He*

Fermionic 3He* atoms
are less likely to be at same location:
antibunching

Fermionic 3He*

Collaboration of
Vassen and Aspect groups

Hanbury Brown-Twiss effect for BEC
Science 310, 648 (2005)

thermal bosons:
bunching

BEC:
no correlations

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:

matter-wave interference

Correlation function:

detection of correlations using single-atom detection
deduction from noise correlations in absorption images

Excitation spectrum:
Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How do we measure the excitation spectrum?

Bragg spectroscopy
Goal: measure excitation spectrum of BEC
Consider two-level atom exposed to two plane waves:

Atom can absorb a photon from one laser beam and emit a photon by stimulated emission into the other beam.

Energy conservation:
Momentum conservation:

;

Bragg spectroscopy
Consider Bragg spectroscopy of a single atom
Dispersion relation:

laser 2

laser 1

In absence of the laser coupling,

and

are eigenstates of the single atom Hamiltonian.

With resonant laser coupling on,

and

are not eigenstates anymore, superpositions are.

If an atom is initially prepared in

it will undergo Rabi oscillations between

Everything very similar to two-level system coupled by single laser beam.

and

.

Bragg spectroscopy
Now we change the detuning

between the two lasers:

laser 2
laser 1

This leads to off-resonat Rabi-oscillations between

and

.

Off resonant behavior

on resonance
d=0
off resonance
d=W

off resonance
d = 2.5 W

Time
•
•

Oscillations faster.
Atom never fully in excited state.

Resonance
Excitation probability by square pulse with duration

Time

in dependence of detuning:

Bragg spectroscopy
Now we change the detuning

between the two lasers:

laser 2
laser 1

This leads to off-resonat Rabi-oscillations between

and

.

If we apply the laser coupling for a timespan of about half a Rabi period,
atoms will transfer from
to
if
.

Bragg spectroscopy
To detect atoms that have been transferred, we perform time-of-flight imaging,
which shows the momentum space for long expansion times.
Nir Davidson group, PRL 88, 120407 (2002)
initial
atoms

initial
atoms

(here: BEC)

(here: BEC)

transferred
atoms

transferred
atoms

Determining the excitation spectrum:
To measure the excitation spectrum, the experiment is repeated many times
for various settings of
and
.
(
is tuned by changing the angle between Bragg beams.)
Starting with zero momentum atoms, if atoms are transferred for
then an excitation can exist in the system at momentum and Energy
For a single particle that means that

lays on the dispersion curve.

,
.

,

Bragg spectroscopy
Fancy 3D figure showing the principle of Bragg spectroscopy

© Sengstock group, Nature Physics 6, 56 - 61 (2010)

Bragg spectroscopy of BEC
Davidson group, PRL 88, 120407 (2002).

To check if you have understood how Bragg spectroscopy works, explain why for
some detuning the excited atoms are travelling to the left and for the opposite
detuning a cloud that is moving to the right is produced.

Excitation spectrum of BEC
Davidson group, PRL 88, 120407 (2002).

solid line:
Bogoliubov spectrum
dashed line:
single particle spectrum

phonons

single-particle excitations

Compare to the Bogoliubov spectrum derived in lecture 5 of Gora‘s part of the
course.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:

matter-wave interference

Correlation function:

detection of correlations using single-atom detection
deduction from noise correlations in absorption images

Excitation spectrum:

Bragg spectroscopy

Critical velocity:
Superfluidity:

How can we measure the critical velocity?

Critical velocity
Ketterle group, PRL 83, 2502 (1999).
move blue detuned dipole trap through BEC with velocity v:

Dipole barrier scan setup:
collimated
beam
AOM

lens

BEC plane
high frequency

low frequency

density profile of BEC showing depletion along stirring beam
(scanned at 10kHz to show average path of beam scanning through BEC)

We move a blue detuned dipole trap through a BEC and check if we did heat the
BEC. To increase the chance of seeing heating, we don‘t move the beam through
the BEC just once, but we oscillate it through the BEC at constant velocity many
times. To move the dipole trap, we periodically change the frequency going into
the AOM creating the dipole trap beam. A higher frequency leads to a higher
diffraction angle, moving the focal position of the beam after a lens.

Critical velocity
Ketterle group, PRL 83, 2502 (1999).
Measure temperature after sweeping barrier through BEC:
critical velocity

To measure the critical velocity, the following experiment is performed. A BEC is
created and a stirring beam is moved for a while through it at constant velocity. If
the velocity is higher than the critical velocity, excitations are created.
Excitations lead to heating, detected by a time-of-flight temperature
measurement. The experiment is repeated for different velocities of the stirring
beam. The critical velocity is the velocity at which a sudden onset of heating is
observed.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:

matter-wave interference

Correlation function:

detection of correlations using single-atom detection
deduction from noise correlations in absorption images

Excitation spectrum:

Bragg spectroscopy

Critical velocity:

observe heating after stirring with dipole trap

Superfluidity:

How can we prove that a BEC is superfluid?

Stirring a gas

We can detect superfluidity by putting the gas in rotation.
This topic is also strongly related to a challenge that arises in quantum
simulation. As a teaser for next years course I‘ll explain you that challenge and
how it is solved. We‘ll show that a BEC is superfluid at the same time.

Artificial magnetic fields
We want to perform quantum simulation of charged particles in magnetic fields.
Challenge: atoms are neutral

Solution:

rotate gas

In a quantum simulation we use a well-controlled quantum system (our ultracold
quantum gases) to mimic the behaviour of a difficult to study quantum system of
interest. A common challenge is to simulate the behavior of charged particles
(electrons) immeresd in a magnetic field. Our ultracold atoms are neutral, so they
don‘t experience a Lorentz force. A solution to this challenge is to put the gas into
rotation.

Why can rotation simulate B-field?
Microscopic origin of Lorentz force: Coriolis force!

Lorentz force
𝐵

Coriolis force

𝑞 𝑣⃗

𝐹⃗

𝑚 𝑣⃗

𝐹⃗ = 𝑞 𝑣⃗ × 𝐵

𝐹⃗

𝐹⃗ = 2𝑚 𝑣⃗ × Ω

𝑞𝐵 = 2𝑚Ω

Why is that so? In the rotating frame the atoms experience the Coriolis force.
This force is mathematically very similar to the Lorentz force acting on a charged
particle moving through a magnetic field. The role of q*B is played by 2m
\Omega. Therefore in the rotating frame, the neutral atoms will behave as if they
were charged particles in a magnetic field. In addition our particles will
experience the centrifugal force, but that force can be compensated by harmonic
confinement.

Technical implementation
Step 1: Add elliptic deformation to cylindrical trap by time averaged dipole potential
Stirring laser
stirring laser,
offset from trap center
cigar shaped BEC
cylindrical trap

y
z

y
x

cylindrical
trap

Stirring laser scan setup:

y
z

y-position
AOM

x-position
AOM

Hop between 2 positions:
time average is
elliptic deformation

How do we rotate a BEC? We use the same trick we used to produce a beam
stirring a BEC to measure the critical velocity. We start with a BEC in a
cylindrical trap. We add a stirring laser, the xy-position of which can be chosen
by the frequencies at which two AOMs operate that are oriented at 90° to each
other. By alternating the position of the stirring beam between two positions,
opposite of the trap centre, an elliptical deformation is induced in the trap. By
changing the positions to which the beam hops over time, we can put the
elliptical deformation into rotary motion. After a while, this rotation of the trap
can put the gas in rotation, similar to the wash in your washing machine is put
into rotation by the rotating washing drum.

Spinning up a BEC
Step 2: spin up BEC by rotating elliptic deformation
Initial BEC in cylindrical trap:
BEC phase

phase

2p

0
Rotate trap:

phase

2p

0
;

Dalibard group, E.N.S., 2000

A non-rotating BEC has a homogeneous phase. A rotating BEC has angular
velocity. Velocity is encoded in the wavefunction as a phase gradient. Rotation
therefore must correspond to a phase that depends on the angle. Since the
wavefunction must be well defined, if we go once around the circle, the phase
must have changed by a multiple of 2Pi. What does that mean for the centre of
the wavefunction? Can it have different values of the phase at once? No. Also: at
the centre the phase changes very fast in space. This means there would be a lot
of kinetic energy. The BEC avoids this region and depletes its density there,
pushing atoms outwards against the harmonic confining potential and against the
mean-field potential of the remaining atoms. This leads to the formation of a
vortex core.

Trick to see vortex core
In situ:
Vortex formed along BEC axis. Vortex diameter: healing length: ~ µm, not resolvable
Image along radial direction

Image along axial direction

TOF:
Vortex size scales with BEC size

vortex becomes resolvable!

How can we detect the vortex core? In situ it is too small. Time-of-flight
expansion comes to our rescue. The vortex core expands proportionally with the
BEC. The cigar shaped BEC becomes a pancake. These two effects make it easy
to detect the vortex.

Spinning up a BEC
Step 2: spin up BEC by rotating elliptic deformation
Initial BEC in cylindrical trap:
BEC phase

TOF absorption image

phase

2p

0
No atoms where phase undefined:
Vortex core

Rotate trap:

phase

2p

0
;

Dalibard group, E.N.S., 2000

Here you see TOF images, first of a non-rotating BEC, then of a rotating BEC.
The vortex is clearly visible.

Vortice lattice
Higher angular momentum leads to vortice lattice

W. Ketterle group, MIT

J. Dalibard et al., E.N.S., 2000

E. Cornell group, JILA

If the angular momentum is increased, in classical physics the vortex would grow
bigger. In the case of a superfluid multiple vortices will be created that arrange in
a lattice, called Abrikosov lattice. This is a hallmark of superfluidity.

Quantum simulation
Rotating BEC

Superconductor
in a strong magnetic field

Absorption image
of Rb density

Scanning tunnel microscope image
of electron density

E. Cornell group, JILA

Hanaguri, RIKEN, www.unisoko.com

In the context of quantum simulation, lets compare the density of a BEC that
rotates fast with the density distribution of electrons in a superconductor exposed
to a magnetic field. It‘s very similar, since the Hamiltonian describing these two
systems is the same. So by putting a BEC in rotation we simulated a charged
superfluid immersed in a magnetic field. This is an example of quantum
simulation.

Characterizing a BEC
Characterizing trap:

put gas cloud in motion and follow oscillation of cloud in trap

Density distribution:

in-situ absorption imaging (i.e. without time-of-flight expansion)

Atom number:

integral over time-of-flight absorption image

BEC fraction:

bimodal fit consisting of Gaussian for thermal cloud and
Thomas-Fermi profile for BEC

Temperature:

size of thermal component after time-of-flight expansion

Interaction energy:

size of BEC component after time-of-flight expansion

Internal state:

F-state: hyperfine state selective imaging
mF-state: Stern-Gerlach detection

Phase coherence:

matter-wave interference

Correlation function:

detection of correlations using single-atom detection
deduction from noise correlations in absorption images

Excitation spectrum:

Bragg spectroscopy

Critical velocity:

observe heating after stirring with dipole trap

Superfluidity:

create vortices

That‘s it.

Summary of course
Lecture 1:

Lecture 5:

Ultracold quantum gases:
What? Why? How?
Labtour

Lecture 2:
Atom-laser interaction
Bloch sphere

Lecture 3:
Dressed state picture
Optical Bloch equations
Detecting an ultracold gas

Lecture 4:
Light forces
Molasses cooling
Sisyphus cooling

Atomic beam oven
Zeeman slower
Magneto-optical trap
Technology for laser cooling

Lecture 6:
Optical dipole trap
Magnetic trap
Trap technology

Lecture 7:
Evaporative cooling
Characterizing a BEC
Our research

Today

Lecture notes and additional study material available on blackboard.
Questions: schreck@StrontiumBEC.com

Outlook on part 2
Quantum simulation
Crystalline solids

What? Why? How?
Magnetism

Mott insulator

Quantum Hall physics

Fermi gases

artificial gauge fields

If you are interested in this type of physics, then chose the second part of this
course (Fermi quantum gases) in April and May. Gora will teach the theory of
Fermi quantum gases and I‘ll tell you more about quantum simulation along four
topics, among them Fermi gases.

